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BILDERBERG EXPOSED

World Shadow Government
Uncovered by AFP Again
By James P. Tucker Jr.

LEAKED MEMO
PROVES BUSH
LIED ON IRAQ
By Greg Szymanski

A

n explosive memo sent to Britain’s prime minister
and others by a former foreign policy aide clearly
shows President Bush “doctored” intelligence
reports prior to the Iraqi invasion in order to justify war based on weapons of mass destruction.
The potentially damaging memo was leaked to the
London press this week, revealing an internal memo sent on
July 23, 2002, by Matthew Rycroft, a former defense policy
aide. Rycroft addressed his concerns about America’s deceptive “rush to war” to Britain’s heads of state, including the
prime minister, defense secretary, foreign secretary and
attorney general.
Since the United States invaded Iraq based on an imminent threat of weapons of mass destruction, the Bush
administration has stood firm on its decision to topple
Saddam Hussein, claiming it should not now be blamed for
faulty intelligence reports. To date no WMDs have ever been
uncovered in Iraq, and serious questions have been raised
about America’s “rush to judgment” in attacking Iraq.
The memo, which has been verified as “Secret and
Personal—For UK Eyes Only,” clearly shows the Bush
administration lied to the American people about its basis
for going to war in Iraq. To date over 1,600 American troops
have been killed in the fighting, and approximately 100,000
See DECEPTIVE STRATEGY, Page 13

W

hat kind of a world does the elite plan for
you? Since 1954, the Bilderberg group,
with the collaboration of the mainstream
media, has been meeting in secret, behind closed and heavily guarded doors,
to make decisions affecting virtually everyone on Earth.
This year, Bilderberg was exposed at a posh resort in a
tiny village 40 miles from Munich.
Bilderberg has roughly 120 participants, including
international financiers, heads of state and other high
officials from Europe and North America. U.S. luminaries include David Rockefeller and Henry Kissinger.
All recent presidents, except the current George W.
Bush, have been linked, either directly or by involvement with Bilderberg’s brother group, the Trilateral
Commission. The two groups have interlocking leadership and a common agenda. Here are some past presidents who have been connected:
Jerry Ford, Bilderberg; Jimmy Carter, Trilateral;
Ronald Reagan, a critic of the Trilateralists until entering
the White House, where he held a reception for them;
Bush the Elder, Trilateral; and Bill Clinton, Bilderberg.
The White House and the departments of state,

BANKING ON IT: Above, incoming World Bank
director Paul Wolfowitz (right) talks with Etienne
Davignon, the powerful globalist banker who was
behind getting Europe to accept the euro.

defense and treasury are always represented at Bilderberg, along with other high officials. They lie and say
they are attending no such meeting. The ritzy resort that
Bilderberg takes over, banishing all other guests, also
lies and says no such meeting is taking place.
See this week’s center spread for the full report on
this year’s meeting of the shadowy Bilderberg group. ★

Soldier With Conscience Gets Break
By Mark Anderson

A

military judge presiding over the case of a U.S.
soldier who was charged with desertion for
refusing to return to Iraq has issued an unusual
ruling that surprised everyone in the courtroom—including the attorneys for both sides.
Lawyers for U.S. Army Sgt. Kevin Benderman had
argued that the military investigation into charges that
Benderman is a deserter was biased against him from the
start. The judge agreed, and tossed out the investigation.
For now, the judge’s decision had ended the court-martial. But it hasn’t ended there, as the charges of desertion

still remain against Benderman. With a possible second
court-martial, a final decision could take weeks.
Previously Benderman had been dealt a setback in his
See MILITARY JUDGE, Page 14
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From the Editor
THE BIG NEWS FOR THE PAST FEW WEEKS
has been Bilderberg, and, as AFP’s senior editor James P. Tucker Jr. witnessed May 6
through May 8, this year’s secretive confab was
truly a spectacle. At that time, the world’s elites
gathered behind locked doors and heavily
armed guards near Munich in a five-star resort
to discuss critical issues of the day. As Jim
reports, the topics of discussion this year
included furthering free trade, a tax on oil,
Middle East peace, the war in Iraq and talk of
an attack on Iran.
Of course, these were secret meetings and
were never reported in the mainstream media.
Despite the fact that the publisher of The
Washington Post attended along with a host of
international reporters and editors, American
Free Press remains the only national newspaper
in the United States that reports on Bilderberg.
Americans need to realize that this is not
what our Founding Fathers intended with this
great republican experiment; in fact, it is the
antithesis. As you read our coverage in this
issue, ask yourself: Who do you trust for the
unvarnished truth in this day—a mainstream
press that covers up for self-serving business
elites, power brokers and policymakers? Or
American Free Press, the nation’s last uncensored, non-corporate national newspaper? We
think the answer is obvious. Only by exposing
the shadowy machinations of groups like
Bilderberg and their enablers can we hope to
take our country back. Please order extra
copies of this issue and pass them out to
friends and family members. Call AFP’s
Circulation Department for more information, or see the advertisement on
page B4.

Christopher Petherick
Managing Editor

American Free Press
OUR PROMISE TO YOU:
The point of view of American Free Press (AFP) is best described as populist and
nationalist. AFP is FOR Life and Liberty and AGAINST the New World Order.
American Free Press is 100% employee-owned. You can trust American Free Press to
give you “the other side of the news”—to report on events which are vital to your
welfare but which would otherwise be hushed up or distorted by the controlled
press. We make no attempt to give you “both sides.” We’ll leave the establishment
side to your daily newspaper, television and radio. Furthermore, we pledge that the
American Free Press will correct any meaningful error of fact. Make up your own
mind who is being honest with you: the establishment media or AFP.

OUR GUARANTEE:
AFP will promptly refund the unused portion of your subscription if you
are dissatisfied with our unique newspaper. To cancel, drop us a note saying
you want to end your subscription.

Europeans Not
Wolfowitz Fans;
Neocon Feared
A member of the European Parliament is attempting to block the
appointment of the Bilderberg
group’s Paul Wolfowitz as president
of the World Bank. Caroline Lucas
of the Green Party has drafted a
written declaration and asked other
members to sign on. If half of the
732 members sign, it will become
the Parliament’s official position.
“As a leader of the neo-con movement, his belief in unfettered free
markets and a philosophy that
[what is] in the U.S. [read Israel]
interest is thereby [in] the interest
of the entire world spells disaster
for many countries in the developing world,” Miss Lucas said.

Best Friend to the End
James Gonzales said he was able to
escape a fire in his third-floor apartment because his 16-year-old dog,
Otis, died leading him to safety. As
blinding smoke filled his apartment, he said, he followed the
sounds of Otis’s barking toward the
door. Gonzales escaped with second-degree burns to his arms and a
cut on his head caused by falling
debris. Otis “succumbed to the
smoke and heat,” the Providence,
R.I., fire marshal said. Gonzales had
adopted Otis as a puppy.

NEWS
YOU MAY
HAVE MISSED

Crowded Solar System
“Schoolchildren of 2030 will be
taught that our quaint view of a
nine-planet [solar] system was
myopic, for technology will ultimately reveal that our system has
many more planets than we could
have ever dreamed of,” writes scientist Alan Stern in Discover magazine.

Missed Goals

Scalia Scolds
Colleagues
Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia scolded judicial colleagues who do not follow the
original meaning of the Constitution in a speech at Texas
A&M University, Reuters reports. Scalia ridiculed the
popular notion among judges
today who view the Constitution as “a living document” to
be interpreted in the context
of the times. “I’m trying to sell
you a dead Constitution,”
Scalia joked. “No, I can package it better than that—the
enduring Constitution.”
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In April, the Army missed its
recruiting goal for the third month
in a row, short by nearly 2,800
recruits, or 42 percent off its target.
And for the first time in 10 years,
the Marine Corps missed its
recruiting goal for four months in
a row.

Is It Drafty in Here?
According to the Associated Press,
more than 40 percent of the ground
troops currently operating in Iraq
have been from the Army’s National Guard or Reserve. Guard officials warn that by the end of this
year they’re going to run out of
additional troops. Can you say
“draft”?

Saddam Offered
His Freedom?
Several months ago, Defense
Secretary Donald Rumsfeld
reportedly paid a secret visit to
Saddam Hussein and offered
him freedom and a possible
return to public life if he made
a televised request to resistance
groups for a ceasefire with
allied forces, according to the
London Arabic daily Al-Quds
al-Arabi. Saddam promptly rejected the offer, the paper said.

Prison for Your Thoughts

Israel’s national legislature, the
Knesset, has unanimously passed
legislation, on first reading, that
would make questioning details
about the Jewish holocaust of
World War II anywhere in the world
an offense under Israeli jurisdiction. If a student or historian in
Terrorist Arrested
America, for example, publicly disAn ex-Israeli army soldier living in puted controversial aspects of the
times higher than the guidelines for Queens, New York, has been arrest- holocaust he could be kidnapped,
More Medical Madness
A memo from drug maker Merck & maximum daily consumption of ed for plotting to buy a half-dozen brought to Israel and thrown in jail.
Co. shows that its executives were mercury from fish, according to the hand grenades, reports Associated
concerned about high levels of mer- March, 1991 memo obtained by the Press. Police searching his apart- Illegals Demand ID
cury in children’s vaccinations near- Times.
ment found an Uzi machine gun Maryland is one of the few states
ly eight years before federal health
and ammunition. Police told Asso- that will pass out drivers licenses to
officials disclosed the threat, The Los Poisoning Young Minds
ciated Press that 57-year-old Joshua illegal aliens and require no proof
Angeles Times reports. Six-month- When energetic children used to get Hedvat had made threats against a of legal residence. So it was in a
old children who received the shots rowdy, they were told to sit down judge, a rabbi and Sen. Charles Maryland suburb of Washington
could get a mercury dose up to 89 and be quiet. Now they are given Schumer (D-N.Y.).
where they held a rally for immigration rights. Michael Graham,
who hosts a radio talkie and opposContact/Change Address/Advertise
Subscribing to AFP
es illegal immigration, arrived to
cover the rally. He was denied
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Cloudy Cover
On April 27, President George
W. Bush was rushed into the fortified bunker under the White
House and Vice President Dick
Cheney was whisked away to an
undisclosed location following
a report that an unidentified
object was flying toward Washington at the speed of a helicopter, reports The Washington Post.
As an anti-aircraft missile battery
on the roof of a nearby building
was raised to the fire position, a
helicopter was scrambled to take
a look, but saw nothing except a
few clouds, one of which turned
out to be the culprit.

Domestic/Patriot News & Views
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Editorial: Caesar’s Demise

Israeli Higher-Up Questioned in Probe

THIS ISSUE, AS IN THE PAST, American Free Press is proud to bring subscribers
exclusive, vastly important news about the gang of would-be world government
bosses—conspirators who like to think of themselves as architects of the New
World Order.
Patriots of all nations need to be alert to the scheming of these outlaws
because indeed, that is exactly what they are, just as our Jim Tucker makes clear.
This year, Jim has outdone himself with his report. As veteran readers know,
Jim has been following the spoor of Bilderberg for over 20 years, starting with the
onetime newspaper of Liberty Lobby, The Spotlight, until that venerable and highly respected institution was closed down by two purposeful change agents masquerading as judges.
Can it really be true? Is the entire news media in America and indeed the western world engaged in a conspiracy to suppress important news—news that directly affects all consumers, taxpayers and voters? The answer to this question is totally against everything we have been taught and everything that we, as citizens of an
allegedly free nation, are supposed to believe. But here is the undeniable proof—
proof that American voters in reality have about as much to say in the operation
of “their” government as mannequins in a department store window.
At this point, we must congratulate a few courageous publications in Germany
and elsewhere that are striving to expose the Bilderberg conspiracy, such as Matrix,
Deutsche Geschichte and Zeiten Schrift.
It is clear from our report that the secret forces relentlessly pushing people into
a world government they certainly do not want feel themselves to be an irresistible force, and this will prove to be the case unless a sufficient number of good
people resolve to stop them.
This brings to mind the famous question from Cassius in Shakespeare’s play
Julius Caesar: “Upon what meat doth this Caesar feed that he is grown so great?”
Caesar soon lay bloody on the floor. These would-be Caesars should take his
example to heart. The force of informed public opinion is always greater than that
of pompous fools inflated with their self-importance and it is up to us to be sure
that they fail in their criminal conspiracy.
You can be sure that we will do our part to confront and combat these conspirators and the rest is up to you. We are printing a lot of extra copies of this issue
of AFP so you can distribute as many as possible. This is where you come in.
Please respond with the order coupon on page B-4.
★

another Israeli, Eran Lerman. Arad told the Feds
that Lerman, a member of the American Jewish
ollowing the recent arrest and indict- Committee who had once served as an intelliment of top Pentagon official, Lawrence gence officer in the Israeli Defense Forces, was a
Franklin, on espionage charges, evi- speaker at a conference Franklin attended in
dence is beginning to emerge of a Herzliya in 2004. Lerman’s role at the conference
widening of the FBI probe into his links to Israel. was to deliver a paper, commissioned by Arad’s
Franklin was charged in a Virginia court with institute, on the state of strategic relations
between Israel and America.
disclosing “top secret” intelliLerman believed the strategic
gence related to the U.S. military
relationship between the two
in Iraq to two unnamed men
countries had been weakened
whom some reports have identiand needed a new infusion of
fied as executives of the powerful
commitment by both sides.
Washington-based Israeli lobby
In a search of Franklin’s
group, the American Israel Pubhome, the FBI found a copy of
lic Affairs Committee (AIPAC).
Lerman’s research paper, and
Now it appears the FBI has
they asked Arad why he had perexpanded its focus beyond
sonally sent it to Franklin. Arad
AIPAC and has interviewed figreplied that it had not been sent
ures such as Uzi Arad, an Israeli
as a personal copy but was one of
defense expert and head of his
scores later mailed to people like
country’s Institute for Policy and
Franklin who had attended the
Strategy.
conference at which Lerman deIn 2003 and 2004, Franklin
UZI ARAD
livered the paper.
attended conferences at the instiArad has publicly confirmed that the FBI
tute which is based at Herzliya and met Arad.
Arad’s career has included roles in the Israeli interviewed him about all these matters but has
intelligence service, Mossad, and in the cabinet stressed that the interview was brief and took
of former prime minister and political hawk, place in Washington while he was en route to
catch a flight to Israel.
Benjamin Netanyahu.
Some insiders contend that extensive FBI
According to Arad, he told the FBI he met
Franklin at Herzliya and later had coffee with interviews point to the agency’s interest in
Franklin’s connections to people with links to
him at the Pentagon.
But, aside from those meetings, the FBI want- the highest levels of policymaking, intelligence
★
ed Arad to explain Franklin’s connection to and military affairs in Israel.
By Richard Walker

F

Editorial: War Is a Racket & Our Sons & Daughters Pay Price
AMERICAN FREE PRESS IS A NATIONALIST, not
a pacifist, newspaper. We believe in a strong
national defense and that it is vital to
Defend America First. We respect our men
and women in uniform and support them
wholeheartedly.
However, we do have serious questions
about the political, religious and ideological motivations of armchair civilian warhawks who are dictating the policies of our
government today. Our philosophy echoes
that of the original America First Committee—chaired by General Robert Wood—
which described its philosophy as follows:

unprepared it is suicide to talk of giving what
little we have to another nation. After we have
built a two-fisted defense for America, then
and only then can we afford to put sympathy
beside patriotism.

In that spirit, American Free Press opposes
U.S. meddling abroad—reckless imperial
intervention that only makes America enemies, brings vast profits to international
banking houses and arms manufacturers,
and racks up vast national debt that enchains
America’s consumers, taxpayers and voters.
We endorse the view, put forth by the late
BUTLER Major General Smedley Darlington Butler (1881-1940),
the highly decorated U.S. Marine Corps hero (and winner
of two Congressional Medals of Honor), who said, forthDEFEND with all the might, skill, means and
rightly, that “War is a Racket.” Here’s a portion of what
resources that make America the greatest nation on
Butler had to say in 1933 about his own wartime experiEarth. With sanity and unselfish efficiency and concenences. It is worth pondering as America ventures abroad
tration on our own preparedness now, we can smash any
nation which is foolish enough to think it can launch a
in search of enemies near and far:
3,000 mile blitzkrieg.
AMERICA is the one hope and our first allegiance.
Our fathers built it and it is up to us to see that it is not
dragged back into the ancient hate and strife which they
left Europe to escape.
FIRST we must make ourselves strong. America needs
every ship and every plane it can make. As long as we are

3

War is just a racket—something that is not what it
seems to the majority of people. Only a small inside
group knows what it is about. It is conducted for the benefit of the very few at the expense of the masses. I believe
in adequate defense at the coastline and nothing else. If
a nation comes over here to fight, then we’ll fight. I

wouldn’t go to war again as I have done to protect some
lousy investment of the bankers.
There are only two things we should fight for. One is
the defense of our homes and the other is the Bill of
Rights. War for any other reason is simply a racket.

In the spirit of unabashed American patriotism,
American Free Press is proud to put forth this special
Memorial Day tribute to those who died in foreign wars
and a plea that, in the future, the only wars that American
men and women must fight will be those that are fought
to DEFEND AMERICA FIRST.
★
For more on what other America-First populist patriots had
to say about the horrors or unnecessary war and how the U.S.
public has been manipulated by warmongers, industrialists,
arms manufacturers and our own leaders, we suggest you purchase multiple copies of AFP’s Defend America First Memorial
Day Supplement. It includes thoughts from Thomas Jefferson,
populist thinker Lawrence Dennis, more from Smedley Butler
and commentaries from AFP’s Vince Ryan and John Tiffany.
There is no better way to support our troops than to get them
home. Handing out copies of this report just might help convince a few people that, yes, war is a racket, and U.S. soldiers
are merely tools of the plutocratic elite used to make the most
money from this despicable con. One copy is $2; six copies are
$4; 40 or more are just 40¢ each.
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Profiting from 9-11: Citizens Fight Back

WTC Owner Sued Over $7.2 Billion Payout
California Man Isn’t
Buying Fed’s WTC 7
Collapse Scenario;
Files Grievance
By Greg Szymanski
shareholder has filed a grievance against
one of the world’s largest insurers, charging company bigwigs with failing to investigate possible insurance fraud in relation
to a $7.2 billion payout being litigated
over the 9-11 attacks.
John Leonard of California claims that management
of the Allianz Group, the German-based company that
carried a significant portion of the insurance coverage on
the WTC, relied on faulty government 9-11 reports and
then negligently failed to mount any significant fraud
investigation to protect stockholder interests against
future excessive payouts.
“The managing and supervisory boards have taken a
passive attitude toward the insurance claims and the
suspicious aspects of the WTC insurance loss,” said
Leonard, whose grievance was heard at a May 4 stockholders’ meeting.
No official word from the company has yet been
released.
He added, “The WTC catastrophe was doubtless one
of the biggest insurance incidents in history. The investigation of insurance losses and insurance damage claims
against the company is naturally one of the chief duties
of the management of every insurance firm. The suspicious irregularities of the WTC attack just have not been
addressed.”
After the attack, Silverstein Properties and Westfield
America, the partnership that leased the WTC just
months prior to the attacks, commenced litigation
against its insurers, including Allianz, one of the major
policyholders.
Leading partner Larry Silverstein boldly asserted he
was entitled to twice the insurance policy value because,
according to a spokesman for Silverstein, “The two
hijacked airliners that struck the 110-story twin towers
Sept. 11 were separate ‘occurrences’ for insurance purposes, entitling him to collect twice on the $3.6 billion
collective worth of the policies.”
The ensuing legal battle between the insurers and
leaseholders then began one month after the attacks,
ending with a favorable ruling for Silverstein by U.S.
District Judge John S. Martin in December 2004.
By agreeing with Silverstein that the two planes that
hit the WTC were actually two separate occurrences for
insurance purposes, the judge doubled Silverstein’s possible future recovery from $3.6 billion to $7.2 billion.
The case is now on appeal, and in order to protect
against any adverse ruling against Allianz, Leonard has
attempted to instigate management to initiate fraud
investigations with his shareholder grievance.
In his proposal, the California native and a publisher
of books on 9-11, pointed to reports that WTC Building
7 apparently collapsed due to demolition, as well as
many other irregularities.

A

shareholders are supposed to be relieved at the latter sum as . . . the lesser
of two evils.”
In his shareholder grievance, Leonard lastly called management to pay
strict attention to the strange collapse of
WTC Building No. 7.
“WTC 7, as is well known, was never
struck by airplanes, and photographs of
it show only insignificant fires. Nevertheless, the 47-story building (WTC 7)
suddenly collapsed at around 5:28 p.m.
on 9-11. This fact, however, was not
even mentioned in the report of the
official 9-11 commission.”
Besides the enormity of the possible
insurance payouts, independent 9-11
investigators have also called attention
to the peculiar timing and control of
ownership made by Silverstein only
months before the WTC attacks.
The WTC came under the control of
the private ownership of Silverstein for
the first time on April 26, 2001, having
been built and managed by the Port
Authority as a public resource since its
creation.
Silverstein then acquired a handsome insurance policy for the complex,
including a strange clause that would
prove extremely valuable in the nottoo-distant future. The clause specifically read that “in the event of a terrorist
attack, the partnership could collect the
insured value of the property, and be
HUGE PROFITS. A sign is posted on a statue near the wreckage of
released from their obligations under
the World Trade Center Sept. 13, 2001, in New York City, two days
the 99-year lease.”
after the twin towers collapsed, leveling them in an alleged terrorist
Don Paul, in his 2002 book that
attack. Some people managed to capitalize on the terrible tragedy,
investigated the nature of the Silverstein
profiting off suspicious Stock Market trades and huge insurance
transaction, provided some interesting
claims. For example, the company that was the primary lease holder
background information highlighting
of the World Trade Towers complex managed to cash in twice on 9-11,
the incredible deal and low bidding
claiming that the twin towers were felled in two separate attacks—
price the new owner was able to negotiate with friendly New York government
resulting in two times the insurance payout. After a long and drawn-out
officials.
legal battle, a court ruled in favor of the payee. However, a sharehold“Silverstein’s winning bid was $3.2
er of one of the insurance companies has recently filed suit charging
billion
for holdings estimated to be
that evidence points to a global conspiracy and that suspicious irregworth
more
than $8 billion. JP Morgan
ularities of the attack have not been addressed.
Chase, a prestigious investment bank
that’s the flagship firm of its kind for
“Numerous observers and researchers find the WTC Rockefeller family interests, advised the Port Authority,
case very suspicious. For example, in a public opinion another body long influenced by banker and builder
survey, 49.3 percent of respondents in New York City David Rockefeller, his age then 85, in the negotiations,”
agreed that ‘some of our leaders knew in advance that Paul wrote.
attacks were planned on or around Sept. 11, 2001, and
“The lead partner and spokesperson for the winning
that they consciously failed to act,’ ” wrote Leonard in his bidders, Larry Silverstein, age 70, already controlled
grievance.
more than 8 million square feet of New York City real
“When this belief is so widespread among unrelated estate. WTC 7 and the nearby Equitable Building were
parties, haven’t the affected insurance companies ever prime among these prior holdings. Silverstein also
asked whether perhaps the U.S. government instead of owned Runway 69, a nightclub in Queens, that was
the insurers is responsible for the damages, or whether alleged nine years ago to be laundering money made
the possibility of insurance fraud has been investigated? through sales of Laotian heroin.”
★
“From reports in the media about the trial in New
Greg Szymanski is a freelance investigative journalist and feature writer based
York between the insurers and the insured WTC leasein Ventura, California. A law school graduate from Glendale University College of
holder, no sign of such motions has been made public.
Law, he also specializes in constitutional issues and judicial injustice. Visit
Szymanski’s news web site at arcticbeacon.citymaker.com. See an ad for AFP’s 9-11
The dispute has been mainly over the question whether
report on page 10.
to pay out $7 billion or ‘only’ $3 billion, whereby the
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9-11 Pentagon ‘Cookie Cutter’ Theory
May Be Half-Baked, According to Engineer
By Christopher Bollyn

n Sept. 11, 2001, Robert S.
Mueller III, the brand-new
director of the FBI, had only
been in his position for a
week. Director Mueller reported to Attorney General
BOLLYN
John D. Ashcroft and Michael Chertoff, then
assistant attorney general in charge of the Department of
Justice’s Criminal Division.
The report from the engineers who inspected the damaged Pentagon, the Pentagon Building Performance Report
(BPR), indicates that these officials and agencies are responsible for hiding crucial evidence—and concealing the truth
of what really happened on 9-11.
Brig. Gen. Benton K. Partin (USAF, ret.), former director
of the U.S. Air Force Armaments Technology Laboratory,
recently told American Free Press that the Boeing 757-200
aircraft was traveling “one and a half times the speed of a
bullet—a pistol bullet,” as it pierced the limestone clad exterior and bored through nine feet of reinforced concrete
walls and many columns in three rings of the Pentagon,
ending at the charred 12-foot hole in the wall of Ring C.
Partin’s estimation of the speed originated with the
National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB), which
informed engineers that the 757 had been traveling 460
knots, or 530 miles per hour, supposedly based on data
from the black box found at the crash site.
“Like a cookie cutter cutting through dough,” is how
Partin explained what he says the aluminum fuselage did to

O

CIA Black Ops

TBR BOOKS

The CIA’s Black Ops: Covert Action, Foreign Policy
and Democracy. By John Jacob Nutter Ph.D.—
Since 1947, the Central Intelligence Agency has
secretly worked to further its powers and even
overthrown governments to expand its influence
abroad. The vast array of CIA “black ops”—including covert actions against Saddam and international terrorists, secret Afghan operations, the
overthrow of Guatemalan leaders, assassination
plots against Castro and others, domestic and foreign narcotics conspiracies, underground Mafia
relations, and even controversial plans to dupe
top U.S. officials—has stretched CIA power and
influence far beyond its original purposes. # 311,
hardbound in cloth, 6” x 9”, 350 pages, $30 minus
10% for TBR subscribers.

H.L.Mencken

TBR BOOKS

H.L. Mencken’s Smart Set Criticism. A collection of
Mencken’s writings about everything from
Emerson to Shaw and Twain, from teetotalers to
psychoanalysts, crooks, conmen and saints. #348,
softcover, 349 pages, $15.

the structure of the Pentagon when American Airlines Flight
77 crashed into the ground floor of the Pentagon at 530
miles per hour.
“If you look at the frontal mass cross-section of the
plane, you see a cylinder of aluminum skin with stringers,”
Partin says. “When it impacts with the exterior wall at 700
to 800 feet per second, much of the kinetic energy of the
plane converts to thermal energy, and much of the aluminum converts to vapor, burning to aluminum oxide.
“The aluminum cylinder—the plane fuselage—is acting

The lead engineer of the BPR said
he was “skeptical” of the cookie
cutter theory. “An avalanche of
debris” is what punched out the
heavily charred hole in Ring C.
like a shaped charge penetrating a steel plate. It keeps penetrating until it is consumed,” Partin said. “The Boeing 757
is over 150 feet long, so it’s going to penetrate quite a ways
before it’s spent.”
According to the BPR, sponsored by the American
Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE), something bored a narrow path through 310 feet of the Pentagon before leaving
the 12-foot hole in the wall of Ring C. The report, however,
does not explain how and the engineers disagree on what
caused the hole.

Fr. Coughlin

TBR BOOKS

Antichrist: Twelve Timely Essays. Most of
Father Coughlin’s essays were for patriots of all nations, not only Catholics.
Cognizant of how money power and
Zionism impacted on the well-being of
humanity, his warnings of what the
future would hold are even more
poignant today than when he was the
bane of FDR. #41, softcover, 80 pages,
$10 minus 10% for TBR subscribers.

Apocalypse

TBR BOOKS

Beasts of the Apocalypse. By Olivia M.
O’Grady—First published in 1959, it is
now being offered again after disappearing from bookshelves for years. Like an
octopus, the socialist tentacles are far
reaching and wide, grabbing out for
world government. The author puts the
conspiracy into perspective and does so
without apologies, hoping to warn the
world. #280, hardback, 470 pages, $27
minus 10% for TBR subscribers.

ORDER any of these books from TBR BOOK CLUB, P.O. Box 15877, Washington, D.C.
20003 or call 1-877-773-9077 to charge to Visa or MC. Add S&H: $5 for orders up to
$50; $50.01 to $100 add $10 S&H; orders over $100 add $15.

“There was a hole in the east wall of Ring C, emerging
into AE Drive, between column lines 5 and 7 in Wedge 2,”
is all the BPR says. “The wall failure was approximately 310
feet from where the fuselage of the aircraft entered the west
wall of the building. The path of the aircraft debris passed
approximately 225 feet diagonally through Wedge 1 and
approximately 85 feet diagonally through a portion of Ring
C in Wedge 2.
“Columns and beams along the path of the debris and
within the fire area were damaged to varying degrees. Some
columns and beams were missing entirely, while others
nearby sometimes appeared unscathed,” the report says.
“Impact damage to the structure above the second-floor
slab did not extend more than approximately 50 feet into
the building. This shows that the aircraft slid between the
first-floor slab on grade and the second-floor slab for most
of its distance of travel after striking the building.”
Paul F. Mlakar, the lead engineer of the BPR, told AFP
that he was “skeptical” of the cookie cutter theory. “An avalanche of debris” is what he thinks punched out the heavily charred hole in Ring C.
“I cannot subscribe to this cookie cutter theory,” BPR
engineer Mete A. Sozen of Purdue University told AFP: “The
skin of the aircraft is like the skin of a sausage. . . . My
hypothesis is that the hole was caused by the landing gear.”
Sozen and Mlakar both participated in a similar assessment of the bomb damage at the Murrah Federal Building
in Oklahoma City.
One problem with the “cookie cutter” theory is that
there are relatively undamaged columns that suffered “no
significant impairment in function,” and remained stand-

How Do These Corporate
Con Men Swindle the
World of Out Billions?
Confessions of an Economic Hit Man
By John Perkins. Here’s the inside story of how America turned from a
respected republic into a feared empire. Rigged elections, falsified
financial reports, payoffs, extortion, murder, sexual favors—these are
the tools that today’s “economic hit men” use to swindle the world out
of trillions of dollars every year. The author should know—his job was
to convince countries that are strategically important to the United
States—from Indonesia to Argentina to Panama to South Korea—to
accept enormous loans for infrastructure, and to make sure that the
lucrative projects were contracted to U.S. corporations. Saddled with
huge, virtually unpayable debts, these countries came under the control
of the U.S. government, the World Bank and other U.S.-dominated aid
agencies that acted like loan sharks—dictating repayment terms and bullying the hapless governments into submission. This extraordinary real-life tale exposes international intrigue, corruption and little-known government and corporate activities that have dire consequences for
American democracy and the world. Hardback, 250 pages, #1185, $27.95. Send order using
coupon on page 16 of this issue to FIRST AMENDMENT BOOKS, 645 Pennsylvania venue SE, Suite 100,
Washington, D.C. 20003 or call 1-888-669-NEWS to charge to Visa or MasterCard.

Alternative Views on 9-11
ing despite being in the path of the fuselage, according to
the BPR. Obviously, these columns should have been
destroyed.
This is clearly seen in Ring C, where a force or object left
the 12-foot hole at ground level. If the “cookie cutter” fuselage passed through Ring C, it did so without hitting at least
two columns that stood directly in its path. Along the path
from its entry at Column 14 AA to its exit in Ring C, the
force demolished the first five columns, that are missing,
knocked down the next two, but apparently left the last two
intact. Several columns along the path are bowed outwards.
How do the engineers explain this? They don’t.
The BRP, which examined the damaged columns, has
very little data about the columns near the hole in Ring C of
Wedge 2. All data on these columns was provided by the
FBI. Furthermore, these are the only columns that were not
photographed for the report. Clearly the engineers were not
allowed to inspect this part of Ring C.
A BPR engineer, Donald Dusenberry, told AFP that the
entire inspection of the Pentagon site consisted of one fourhour visit by eight engineers on Oct. 4, 2001.
All the debris had been removed, he said. “The site had
been cleaned up.”
Dusenberry inspected part of Ring C with another engineer. “We rapidly walked around in teams of two,” he said.
“We took a bunch of photos.”
Asked about the lack of data or photos from the area
where the hole was, Dusenberry said, “There was a plywood
barrier there with a separate entrance.”
“It could be that we didn’t go into Wedge 2,” Dusenberry
said. “Apparently we did not take photos.”
“There were areas that were not accessible,” Mlakar said.
“The plywood barriers were because of the progress of the
demolition and reconstruction.”
“The fuselage did not stay whole,” Dusenberry said
about Partin’s theory. “I cannot envision it staying whole
300 feet into the building. There is no way a fuselage could
have gotten through there.
“We would have wanted to have more time,” Dusenberry
said. “We had a limited window because they wanted to get
on to the renovation.”
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EXPERT CHALLENGED: Above, FBI agents, firefighters, rescue workers and engineers work at the
Pentagon crash site on September 14, 2001, after
something slammed into the building on September
11, causing extensive damage to the west face of the
building. Gen Ben Partin, long a friend to patriots for
his outstanding work on the Oklahoma City bombing
and an expert on such matters, is being challenged
by conflicting reports from engineers who disagree
about key evidence obtained from the Pentagon
crash site.

The Dominion of War:
Empire & Liberty in
North America, 1500-2000

W

ith the exception of the Revolution,
the Civil War and World War II,
Americans seldom think about how
military conflict has fundamentally
shaped the United States. In The Dominion of War,
award-winning authors Fred Anderson and Andrew
Cayton offer a startling new perspective on American
history. By moving America’s forgotten conflicts—its
imperial wars—to center stage—they explain how war,
above all else, has been the primary means by which
people of North America have defined themselves for the last 500 years. By focusing on the
stories of nine amazing individuals—Samuel de Champlain, George Washington, William
Penn, Andrew Jackson, Antonio Lopez de Santa Anna, Ulysses S. Grant, Arthur MacArthur,
Douglas MacArthur and Colin Powell, the authors imbue a vivid human dimension to this
compelling history. Interesting insights into the Seven Years War, the War of 1812, the
Mexican-American War, the Civil War, the Spanish-American War, World Wars One and Two;
also America’s plunge into the quagmires of Iraq and Vietnam. Hardback, 544 pages, #1183,
$31.95. Just $27.95 for members of the AMERICAN FREE PRESS READERSHIP COUNCIL. Send payment using the coupon on page 20 to FAB, 645 Pennsylvania Avenue SE, Suite 100,
Washington, D.C. 20003 or call 1-888-699-NEWS to charge to Visa or MasterCard.
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Asked who set the time limit, Dusenberry said, “I don’t
know. Whoever was in control set our time limit.”
The 9-11 Commission Report says, “Since it was a terrorist
attack, the Department of Justice was the lead federal agency
in charge with authority delegated to the FBI for operational
response.”
Asked about the chain of command at the Pentagon site,
FBI spokesman Edwin Cogswell said Mueller reported to
Ashcroft. Asked if Chertoff had directed FBI operations,
Cogswell said, “He was involved in it.”
One of the first things the FBI did was confiscate video
recordings from cameras that overlooked the crash site. This
included footage from security cameras at a nearby gas station and hotel. This footage has never been publicly seen.
Were the engineers prevented from examining the
columns of Ring C because the evidence would reveal that
a 757 had not made the hole?
Even the BPR photograph of the exit hole was provided
by the FBI. There is no photograph from the inside of the
hole. Why didn’t the investigators poke around inside of
that hole and show Americans what the inside of ring “C”
looks like? Evidently the authorities at the site did not allow
them.
An appendix to the BPR has photographs of all of the
columns in the impact zone, except the eight from Ring C,
Wedge 2. The only photo said to be from this area incorrectly shows a similarly numbered column from Wedge 1.
The BPR says the aircraft traveled at ground level, then
banked slightly to the left as it impacted the Pentagon “at
column line 14 . . . at or slightly below the second-story
slab.” The first floor height was 14 feet, one inch. Photos
from the crash site taken immediately after impact, and
shown in the BPR, reveal several large spools of cable that
should have been directly impacted by the aircraft.
The BPR engineers, however, cannot explain the sevenfoot spools standing in the path of the ground-hugging 757.
“I don’t know about those spools,” Dusenberry said.
“Perhaps the plane scooped them up and moved them
there.”
“Maybe the plane hit them and spread them all over the
place,” Sozen said.
★

THE BLOOD BANKERS
TALES FROM THE GLOBAL UNDERGROUND ECONOMY
From 1970 to 2003, over THREE TRILLION DOLLARS was loaned
to developing countries by the West. Yet the gap between rich and
poor is worse than ever. What happened? Where did all that
money go? A financial insider looks unsparingly at the snarl of
transactions, often legal but usually immoral, that resulted in the
rich getting richer and the poor getting poorer and how “the blood
bankers” are sucking the world dry.
Like tentacles on a vast octopus, the firsthand investigations in this book all lead to one core. A financial detective
of sorts, the author analyzes a range of scandals, including the looting of the Philippines by the Marcos family and
the financial collapse of nations throughout the developing world. THE BLOOD BANKERS, Hardback, 417 pages,
#1186, $29.95. Just $26.95 for AFPRC members. Order
from FIRST AMENDMENT BOOKS, 645 Pennsylvania Avenue
SE, Suite 100, Washington, D.C. 20003 or call toll free
1-888-699-6397 to charge to Visa or MC.
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Spotlight on Congress

Double-Edged Sword
Some measures welcome, others raise privacy concerns
unanimous Senate vote sent the supplementary defense spending bill to the president’s desk with border-control provisions intact. The most controversial provision, first known as the REAL ID Act,
makes it more difficult for illegal aliens to
obtain drivers licenses that could be used
as identification for boarding airplanes, banking or other
purposes. Of the 19 alleged hijackers on 9-11,14 used drivers licenses as ID to board the planes they turned into guided missiles.
Elected officials believed that they had
the power to pass the drivers license provision under the interstate commerce
clause and the Tenth Amendment because all drivers drive out of state and
make purchases from time to time, and
because protecting the nation is a federal
responsibility.
To obtain a drivers license, applicants
will be required to prove they are citizens
or reside here legally. They would be
issued a card saying they are allowed to
drive, but it would not be a valid ID.
States are not required to comply, but
their citizens would be greatly inconvenienced if they refused.
Americans will need an authentic copy
of their birth certificate to apply for a
drivers license or a renewal, which means
the number of illegal aliens with standard
drivers licenses will shrink in the years
ahead.
REAL ID also creates more obstacles
for immigrants seeking asylum and gives
the Department of Homeland Security
unprecedented authority to supercede environmental laws
in completing a three-mile stretch of fence at the Mexican
border with San Diego.
Critics say DHS Secretary Michael Chertoff may be able
to assert that new authority at other border spots.
The bill also:
• Includes $550 million to hire more Border Patrol
agents and create more detention space for illegal-alien
detainees, paid for with $450 million in new funds and
another $100 million cut from other parts of homeland
security.
• Raises the death gratuity paid to troops killed in combat zones from slightly above $12,000 to $100,000 and

A

YOUR INFLUENCE COUNTS!
Contact the U.S. Capitol switchboard at 202-224-3121 or toll free 1-800648-3516. Call and ask for your lawmaker’s office. Write your representative in
care of the House of Representatives, Washington, D.C. 20515. Write both of
your senators in care of the U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C. 20510. Check
on the status of any legislation by calling 202-225-1772. Copies of
AFP’s Citizen’s Rule Book—full text of Constitution, Declaration, Bill
of Rights, Juror’s Rights—order AFP’s Citizen’s Rule Book. Pocketsized. 1-2 copies are $3 each. 10 or more $1.50 each. Call
1-888-699-6397 to charge to Visa or MasterCard.

increases the maximum survivors benefit from service
members’ life insurance from $250,000 to $400,000.
• Allocates a total of $907 million to aid victims of
December’s tsunami in South Asia.
The $82 billion bill brings the total U.S. spending on the
wars in Afghanistan and Iraq since 9-11 to about $300 billion.
“This legislation guarantees that our military personnel
will have the equipment and resources they need to get the
job done and that our State Department personnel are able
to conduct our foreign policy effectively,” said Senate

Majority leader Bill Frist (R-Tenn.). “It also includes valuable provisions that will ensure our homeland remains safe
and secure against outside threats.”
But not all senators supported the immigration-security
provisions, which first passed the House as the REAL ID Act
in February. These REAL ID provisions were attached to the
House’s defense spending bill and survived a conference
with the Senate.
“I’m outraged that the Republican leadership, first in the
House and now, unfortunately, in the Senate, would put
this seriously flawed measure into this emergency supplemental act,” said Sen. Hillary Clinton (D-N.Y.).
The bill gives the Defense Department nearly $76 billion
on top of $25 billion already appropriated mainly for Iraq
for fiscal year 2005 that ends Sept. 30. It also contained $5
billion for foreign policy efforts, including $2.28 billion to
construct and operate a U.S. embassy in Baghdad.
But while giving President Bush virtually everything he
asked for in defense spending, Congress is cracking down
on waste at Donald Rumsfeld’s Pentagon.
The Government Accountability Office (GAO) reports
that in the first month of major combat two years ago, the
Defense Department lost track of $1.2 billion in materials

shipped to the Army, encountered hundreds of backlogged
shipments and spent millions of dollars in fees to lease or
replace storage containers because of backlogged or lost
shipments.
“Every extra dollar that DoD spends on business systems
is one less dollar for our war fighters,” said Sen. Daniel
Akaka (D-Ha.) during a hearing.
Lawmakers are thinking of creating a chief management
officer position. Legislation introduced in the Senate would
establish the position to oversee all aspects of
management, including developing and maintaining a department-wide strategic plan for
business reform.
The Office of Management and Budget, in
an unusual partnership with the GAO, is soon
to present Congress with a plan to create a
seamless flow of supplies to deployed troops.
“Until DoD drops its cultural resistance to
change and addresses the lack of sustained
leadership within the department, we will continue to see DoD occupying the bulk of the
high-risk list,” Akaka told the periodical Federal
Times.
But, predictably, the Pentagon is resisting
change.
“I believe this proposed deputy secretary
would just be adding layers and players to an
already burdened organization,” Michael
Wynne, defense undersecretary for acquisition,
told a Senate committee.
But the administration’s top management
official, Clay Johnson, backed the new position at another hearing.
“In the end, somebody’s go to be responsible and accountable, and somebody’s got to be there long
enough to be able to increase the likelihood of success,”
said David Walker, who heads the GAO.

Pork Chokes Military Spending Bill
The final supplemental defense spending bill to emerge
was, predictably, choking on pork.
House conferees slipped into the bill a provision that
keeps the USS Kennedy from being retired until at least early
next year. The administration and the Pentagon want to
decommission one of the oldest aircraft carriers in the U.S
fleet.
Included in the measure is $10 million for a road project
in Mississippi, $5 million for the Fort Peck Fish Factory in
Montana, $2 million for an upgrade of chemistry laboratories at Dew University in New Jersey, and $1 million for the
Woody Island and historic structures in Philadelphia.
How these payoffs benefit combat troops is unclear.
“Congress should be ashamed of itself for loading up the
[bill] with unrequested money and unnecessary pork,”
David Williams of Citizens Against Government Waste told
The Washington Times. “Congress has once again failed the
American taxpayer.”
★

Straight Talk from Congressman Ron Paul
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National ID Cards a Dangerous Invasion of Privacy
REAL ID Legislation
Won’t Stop Terrorism
Or Illegal Immigration

T

WILLIAM THOMAS CAIN/GETTY IMAGES

he U.S. House of Representatives
passed a spending bill last week that
contains provisions establishing a
national ID card, and the Senate is
poised to approve the measure in
the next few days. This week marks the
PAUL
American public’s last chance to convince their
senators they don’t want to live in a nation that demands
papers from its citizens as they go about their lives.
Absent a political miracle in the Senate, within two years
every American will need a conforming national ID card to
participate in ordinary activities. This REAL ID Act establishes a massive, centrally coordinated database of highly
personal information about American citizens: at a minimum their name, date of birth, place of residence, Social
Security number and physical characteristics. The legislation
also grants open-ended authority to the Secretary of
Homeland Security to require biometric information on
IDs in the future. This means your harmless looking drivers
license could contain a retina scan, fingerprints, DNA information or radio frequency technology.
Think this sounds farfetched? Read the REAL ID Act,
H.R. 418, for yourself. Its text is available on the Library of
Congress web site. A careful reading also reveals that states
will be required to participate in the “Drivers License
Agreement,” which was crafted by DMV lobbyists years ago.
This agreement creates a massive database of sensitive information on American citizens that can be shared with
Canada and Mexico.
Terrorism is the excuse given for virtually every new
power grab by the federal government, and the national ID

OUR FUTURE? Above, Melinda Morris of Datastrip
holds a DSVerify2D device. DSVerify2D is the first fully
integrated two-dimensional code, smartcard and passport reader that features a fingerprint biometric verification device. The DSVerify2D is specifically designed to
decode codes found on identification documents such
as national ID cards, drivers licenses, passports,
access control cards and health cards. DSVerify2D can
perform “on the spot” identity verification.

is no exception. But federal agencies have tried to create a
national ID for years, long before the 9-11 attacks.
In fact, a 1996 bill sought to do exactly what the REAL

ID Act does: transform state drivers licenses into de facto
national ID cards. At the time, Congress was flooded with
calls by angry constituents and the bill ultimately died.
Proponents of the REAL ID Act continue to make the
preposterous claim that the bill does not establish a national ID card. This is dangerous and insulting nonsense.
Let’s get the facts straight: The REAL ID Act transforms
state motor vehicle departments into agents of the federal
government. Nationalizing standards for drivers licenses
and birth certificates in a federal bill creates a national ID
system, pure and simple. Having the name of your particular state on the ID is meaningless window dressing.
Federally imposed standards for drivers license and birth
certificates make a mockery of federalism and the 10th
amendment. While states technically are not forced to
accept the federal standards, any refusal to comply would
mean their residents could not get a job, receive Social
Security or travel by plane. So rather than imposing a direct
mandate on the states, the federal government is blackmailing them into complying with federal dictates.
One overriding point has been forgotten: Criminals
don’t obey laws. As with gun control, national ID cards will
only affect law-abiding citizens. Do we really believe a terrorist bent on murder is going to dutifully obtain a federal
ID card? Do we believe that people who openly flout our
immigration laws will nonetheless respect our ID requirements?
Any ID card can be forged; any federal agency or state
DMV is susceptible to corruption. Criminals can and will
obtain national ID cards, or operate without them. National
ID cards will be used to track the law-abiding masses, not
criminals.
★
Ron Paul is a Republican member of the U.S. Congress who represents the 14th District of Texas.He often refuses to support policies contrary to traditional constitutional principles, Paul was the Libertarian
Party presidential candidate in 1984. Call his office at 1-888-322-1414
toll free or you may visit his website at www.ronpaul.org.
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White House and CIA in a Pickle
Over Anti-Castro Terrorist in U.S.
By Fred Lingel

T

he White House, the Homeland Security Department, the CIA and FBI may all soon have to
make hard choices about what to do about Luis
Posada Carriles, a Cuban exile believed to be in
hiding in Florida. Posada, who has made no
secret of the fact that, while working for the CIA, he orchestrated a violent campaign against the Castro regime over
decades. Today, Posada remains a prime suspect in the
blowing up of a Cuban airliner in 1976 that killed 73 innocent people.
Last year, in a feature article on Posada, American Free
Press explained how he was arrested in Panama in 2000 and
linked to a plot to blow up Castro while the Cuban leader
was on a state visit to that country.
He, and two associates, were caught in possession of C4
plastic explosives but claimed they were set up. Posada was
jailed for eight years but was mysteriously pardoned in April
2004 by the outgoing Panamanian president, Mireya
Moscoso.
It was later revealed that Mrs. Moscoso had links to
Florida and to leading Cuban exiles who live there and see
Posada as a legendary figure.
After his release, he entered Honduras under a false passport but the media there quickly detected his presence. That
led to him being publicly denounced by the country’s president, a fact that forced him to flee.
Since then he has been on the run, with no Latin
American country prepared to take him in.
Now 77, and believed to be ill, he is said to have found
sanctuary in the powerful Cuban community around
Miami—the same community that has thrown its considerable political weight behind President Bush and his brother, “Jeb,” the Florida governor.
For decades the FBI has kept a thick file on Posada, who
is famous for being one of the few Cold War warriors prepared to frequently boast about his exploits and his dealings with the CIA.
Seven years ago, he gave an interview to The New York
Times in which he admitted responsibility for plotting
attacks against tourist facilities in Havana in which an
Italian tourist was murdered.
In contrast, he denied involvement in the plane bombing even though he was told the FBI had evidence he was
present at two meetings where bringing down the Cuban

plane was discussed.
His connections to the CIA over the years, and to many
of its covert operations in Latin America, make him a person with a wealth of knowledge of the agency’s dirty campaigns of the Cold War. According to documents obtained
under the Freedom of Information Act, he was a CIA asset
from 1961 to 1967, a period that included the failed Bay of
Pigs invasion of Cuba ordered by President John F.
Kennedy.
He maintained his links to Langley when he joined
Venezuelan intelligence in 1969, a position he remained in
for approximately five years before setting up an investigative agency in the country’s capital, Caracas. All the time he
was in Venezuela, he used his roles as an intelligence officer
and as a private investigator to covertly plan anti-Castro
activities.
A change in government in Venezuela led to his arrest in
1978 when he was charged with complicity in the plane
bombing. He subsequently remained in legal limbo, languishing in a Venezuelan jail without being formally
charged. That episode ended when he mysteriously vanished from jail in 1985. It was later said that a leading
Miami-based Cuban exile paid a massive bribe to
Venezuelan prison guards.
His freedom conveniently coincided with the CIA’s
ongoing covert campaign of using drug profits to purchase
weapons to arm Contra rebels in Nicaragua. So, Posada
made his way to El Salvador where he worked behind the
scenes as a CIA asset until the Contra affair, and its architect,
Col. Oliver North, were exposed in 1986.
Like so many other episodes in Posada’s life, he moved
on and settled in Guatemala where he worked for that
country’s internal intelligence agency.
For anyone watching his career, it was obvious he had
friends in high places in the United States. He was able, not
only to move freely in many Latin American countries, but
also to operate with intelligence agencies that maintained
close ties to the CIA.
Despite his travels throughout Latin America, the FBI
kept its file on him and never lost interest in a belief that he
was also linked to an assassination on the streets of
Washington on Sept. 21, 1976. The target in that act of terror was Orlando Letelier, a former Chilean foreign minister.
Letelier and his American assistant, Ronnie Moffitt, were
killed when a bomb exploded under their car.
Posada’s ability to remain at large in Latin America

Uncovering the OKC Cover-Up
Here’s a fact-filled 16-page overview of the secrets of the Oklahoma
City bombing—all the evidence pointing toward foreknowledge and
involvement by undercover informants for intelligence agencies—both
foreign and domestic. No, Tim McVeigh and his convicted co-conspirator, Terry Nichols, did not act alone. This is a remarkable assembly of
material that you can’t find anywhere else. While there are many socalled “theories” surrounding the OKC tragedy, this is the only report
that dares to take all the evidence and circumstances to their obvious
and inescapable conclusion. Get this updated report Uncovering the
OKC Cover-Up (16 pages) into the hands of AS MANY PEOPLE AS
POSSIBLE! One copy is $4.50; six copies are $11.50; 40 or more copies are reduced to just
70¢ each. Call AFP at 1-888-699-6397 toll free NOW to order yours. Charge to Visa or
MasterCard. You may also send payment using the coupon on page 16 of this issue to AFP,
645 Pennsylvania Avenue SE, Suite 100, Washington, D.C. 20003.

INFIDELITY: The U.S. is the only country in the world
that has been condemned by the World Court for
international terrorism. The words they used were
“unlawful use of force” (in the war against
Nicaragua). There were two Security Council resolutions supporting that judgment. The U.S. of course
vetoed them. In addition, the U.S. had made numerous attempts to assassinate Fidel Castro (above)
and other world leaders.

recently came to an end because of new political realities.
First, Cuban and Venezuelan intelligence agencies have
teams of agents constantly searching for him. More importantly, Hugo Chavez, the president of oil-rich Venezuela,
wants him returned to Venezuela to face charges for the airliner bombing.
Chavez is not only a friend of Castro but he has strong
support in many neighboring countries, including Brazil.
For the Bush administration, the presence of Posada on
American soil is not only an embarrassment but also a significant political issue. If he is allowed to remain in Florida,
that could call into question the Bush campaign against terrorism and its central tenet that terrorists should have no
★
sanctuary.
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unanswered
questions
about 9-11
Who Profited? Who Knew?
Why Has There Been No
Real Investigation? Did bin
Laden Confess? Find Out!

New 7TH
Edition
One copy is $5; six copies are $12; 40 or
more copies are just 90¢ each. Domestic
S&H included. Send request using the
coupon on page 16 and send with payment
to AFP, 645 Pennsylvania Avenue SE, Suite
100, Washington, D.C. 20003 or call toll free
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German Security Was the Toughest Ever, But AFP Still Got You Inside ...

Bilderberg2005
Bilderberg May
Make U.S. Pay
For Unsanctioned
War Against Iraq

Jim Tucker Plays
Cat and Mouse
At Yet Another
Bilderberg Confab

By James P. Tucker Jr.
ROTTACH-EGERN, Germany—Will the price of oil
reach $150 a barrel in two years? Henry Kissinger made
this prediction to Richard Holbrooke, according to two
friendly sources inside the secret Bilderberg meeting.
“It should not be long,” Kissinger told Holbrooke,
vice chairman of Perseus LLC and longtime Bilderberg
luminary. Kissinger said the demand for oil has far
exceeded the supply. Oil, and who gets it, is part of the
bitter Bilderberg dispute over Middle East policy.
One source said James Baker had made the same prediction while representing the Carlyle Group at an earlier business conference, saying “look for $150 a barrel.”
Baker represented the White House at Bilderberg
meetings under former Presidents Ronald Reagan and
George Bush the Elder, where he served as chief of staff
and treasury secretary, respectively.
The economic impact of tripling already-high oil
prices would be staggering. Inflation would soar, because
transportation—from raw material to finished product
to marketplace—has a significant impact on virtually
everything you buy—from neckties to houses.
Bilderberg hunkered down here May 5-8 to decide
how the world should deal with European-American
relations, the Middle East powder keg, the Iraq war, the
global economy and potential war in Iran.
The first appearance of Virginia Gov. Mark Warner
(D) indicates Bilderberg considers him a presidential
contender.
The absence of former Sen. John Edwards (N.C.),
John Kerry’s presidential running mate in 2004, indicates the Sun has set on his political career. Last year was
Edwards’s first appearance and, like most of the “fringe”
invitees, he has been cast aside like an old shoe.
European hostility toward Americans for the invasion
of Iraq was rekindled by reports in the European press
that British Prime Minister Tony Blair had secretly agreed
with President Bush to go to war months in advance of
the U.S. invasion.
The Guardian of London, among other newspapers,
carried detailed accounts of a transcript of conversations
between Blair and President Bush three months before
the March 2002 invasion. The transcript clearly shows.

ROCKY ROAD: Above, David Rockefeller walks in
front of the German hotel in which the Bilderberg
meeting was held this year. Rockefeller, an everpresent Bilderberg attendee, is showing his age.
Just how many more of these meetings he will make
is a subject of discussion among those who are
watching his health closely. But so far, advanced age
hasn’t stopped this powerbroker from exploiting this
opportunity to affect world policy, make the poor
poorer and himself and other plutocrats richer.

It’s an annual ritual: AFP’s Jim Tucker,
for the record, asks the same female Bilderberg
staffer for a list of participants and the agenda but
is refused. At the same
moment, this time, she
screamed at freelance
photographer Danny
Estulin to stop taking pictures. He obligingly took
her arm-waving photo.
But the fun continued.
As a huge luxury bus
unloaded platoons of Bilderberg security—dark
suits and ties—a young
man dressed like a college
boy on vacation approached Tucker and identified
himself as “U.S. security.” He said he was not
allowed to give his name or agency.
COMMITTING CRIMINAL ACTS

Tucker, doing his duty as a citizen, explained that
public officials from the United States who participate in secret meetings with private citizens to make
public policy are committing criminal acts.
He pointed out that then-first lady Hillary
Clinton gathered a group of federal bureaucrats
and “experts” from the private sector behind closed
doors to develop a plan to reform the nation’s
See CRIMINAL FINE, Page B-3

Blair promising, in advance, to join the United States in
the war on Iraq.
This prompted hostile comments while Kissinger was
presiding over a panel discussion on the meaning of
“peace.” Europeans demanded to know if “Iran is next,”
and “when does it end?” America was repeatedly warned
not to “rush to war with Iran.”
But history demonstrates that Americans are no more
the “war party” than the European Bilderbergers.
Europeans joined in supporting the 1991 invasion of Iraq
by President Bush the Elder, celebrating the end of
“America’s Vietnam syndrome.” Europeans also supported former President Bill Clinton’s invasion of Yugoslavia,
bringing NATO into the operation. The first shot ever
See ISRAELIS HAVE, Page B-2

BILDERBERG HOUND: Above, AFP’s appointed
Bilderberg hound, James P. Tucker Jr., scowls at
the camera as he begins another day stalking the
global elite at a meeting that most of the world’s
press denies and ignores—by design. Media outlets like The Washington Post—whose own publisher, Donald Graham, attended—deny the meeting is anything more than a tea party for the superrich, yet they annually agree to a news blackout of
the event. Again, Tucker got you inside and with the
help of photographer Estulin, captured many of the
participants on film.
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Photographer Repeatedly Harassed
anny Estulin, a widely known photo-journalist now operating out of Madrid, who
has collaborated with American Free Press
in pursuing Bilderberg for years, was seized
by officials and held for two hours after
getting off a plane in Milan en route to Rottach-Egern.
Italian and Interpol police downloaded Estulin’s
computer and seized two widely-read magazines that
featured a two-part series on Bilderberg, with his photos
and extensive stories beginning on the cover of both
issues. Fortunately, Estulin had another set hidden elsewhere in his luggage.
Estulin was questioned for two hours in an attempt to
intimidate him. Officials correctly suspected he was pursuing Bilderbergers, who are outraged at the attention he
has lavished upon them. They failed: Estulin filed stories to several publications that retained him to cover
Bilderberg.
It is Estulin’s Bilderberg photos that appear in AFP.
While taking photos outside Bilderberg’s posh Dorint
Sofital, on a public sidewalk, Estulin was seized by nine
cops—four plainclothes and five in uniform. They
seized his passport and Spanish residency card. They
demanded to know if he could pay his hotel bill—not at
the hotel’s request. Estulin showed cash and credit card.
They said they would return his passport when he leaves
Germany and warned him not to break the law.
Estulin continued taking photos and filing stories for
the duration. But he was careful to avoid jaywalking.

D

FIAT MONEY: Above, Lapo Elkann of Fiat Motors
chats with U.S. lawyer Vernon Jordan. We know why
Elkann is there—he is one of Europe’s richest men.
But how does Jordan swing an invitation every year?
Perhaps Jordan is still being rewarded for bringing
then-Gov. Bill Clinton to the Bilderberg meeting in
1991 where Clinton was pre-anointed president of the
United States by the Bilderberg cabal. Was Clinton
being controlled through blackmail to do Bilderberg’s
bidding? Your guess is as good as ours.

WOLFENSOHN IN SHEEP’S CLOTHING: Paul Wolfensohn of the World Bank was at Bilderberg 2005,
shown outside the Seehotel Uberfahrt as he arrived.

A year ago, Italian police held AFP’s Jim Tucker for
several hours. He arrived unscathed this year, although
Estulin heard three Secret Service men say they had
observed Tucker on his flight to Munich.
And several years ago, security officers shackled AFP’s
Christopher Bollyn and transported him miles from the
Bilderberg venue site, dropping him and several other
journalists in the middle of nowhere in hopes of deter★
ring coverage. It did not work.

Israelis Had Strong Presence at this Bilderberg Meeting
Continued from Page B-1

fired in anger by NATO troops were in Yugoslavia.
Bilderberg had made NATO, effectively, the UN’s standing army.
The British election results pleased Europeans, who
grudgingly supported Blair because of his commitment
to the European Constitution (EC). Britons will vote in
2006 on ratifying the EC. But they are happy that Blair’s
Labor Party’s majority in Parliament shrank from 160 to
60 and he will likely be replaced as prime minister within two years.
To address the Mideast issue, Bilderberg brought
together Eival Gilady and Natan Sharansky of Israel and
Palestinian Ziad Abu-Amr.
Gilady is strategic adviser to Prime Minister Ariel
Sharon. Sharansky is a former minister for Jerusalem and
diaspora affairs. Abu-Amr is a member of the Palestinian
Legislative Council, president of the Palestinian Council
on Foreign Relation and professor of political science at
Birzeit University.
The Council on Foreign Relations, always richly represented at Bilderberg, serves as Bilderberg’s propaganda
ministry. Scholarly “white papers” advocating Bilderberg
policies routinely follow the secret sessions.
This year, Bilderberg ordered Israel to keep its promise to withdraw from some settlements in the West Bank
and Gaza. Also, they noted that Palestinians must be
grateful for the portion of their territory they get back
and not insist on pre-1967 borders. Israel seized these
lands in a surprise attack in 1967.
“We must get along, despite our harsh differences,
because we now live in an interdependent, global economy,” said a lanky, gray-haired European in a discussion
of “trans-Atlantic Relations.” Poverty in Africa or South
America “or wherever” is a “threat to all of us, anywhere

WHERE’S JIMMY LEE?
Jimmy Lee Hoagland
(shown left), associate
editor of The Washington Post, has been a
regular at meetings of
the Trilateral Commission and Bilderberg
for years. This year, he
was absent at both. Has
he fallen from favor? We
will find out next year
and report if Hoagland’s
string of Bilderberg
meetings is in fact at
an unceremonious end.

in the world,” he said.
Again, the United States was denounced for “not providing a fair share” of economic aid to poor countries.
Again, Kissinger and David Rockefeller, among other
Americans, beamed and nodded approval. Bilderberg
argues that, as a percentage of gross national product,
Americans are “stingy.”
There was discussion of timing for a vote in the
United Nations on establishing a direct global tax by
imposing a 10-cents-a-barrel levy on oil at the well-head.
This is important to the Bilderberg goal of establishing
the UN as a formal world government. Such a direct tax
on individuals is symbolically important.
Bilderberg’s global tax proposal has been pending

before the UN for three years but the issue has been
blacked out by the Bilderberg-controlled U.S. media.
Said one Bilderberger of the pending UN tax:
“Let the tax pass the UN with absolutely no publicity.
Talk with the (news) boys in advance and warn them
about triggering right-wing hysteria. People won’t even
notice that fraction of a penny per gallon. When people
do become aware, perhaps in three years, they’ll simply
say ‘ain’t that sumphin.’ ”
Other topics of discussion this year included “China
and energy,” “Russia’s role in the world,” “economic liberation,” and U.S. Social Security “reform.” Bilderberg’s
interest in how the United States deals with Social
Security remains unclear. China’s demand for oil has
increased dramatically in recent years, contributing to
the current $50 price per barrel. Bilderbergers debated
whether a proposed pipeline should move oil to Japan
or China from Russia.
Bilderbergers were downcast when word came that
some Senate Democrats, who had voted for “free” trade
bills in the past, were threatening to kill the Central
America Free Trade Agreement (CAFTA) because of
insufficient worker protections. CAFTA is a crucial step in
expanding NAFTA into the Free Trade Area of the
Americas, which is to include the entire Western Hemisphere except for Cuba until Fidel Castro is gone.
Kenneth Clarke, Conservative member of Parliament
and a former chancellor of the exchequer in Britain, a
long-time Bilderberg luminary, once told this journalist
that the goal is to establish an “American Union” similar
to the European Union with the dollar as the common
currency. The “Asia-Pacific Union” is also emerging,
which will complete the division of the Earth into three
great regions for the administrative convenience of the
★
planned world government.
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Bilderbergers’
Lies Prove Futile

High-Powered Americans Show Up

ever has Bilderberg lied so elaborately, but with help from the fearless
owner of a small hotel, truth prevailed. For years, Bilderberg has had
its host hotels flatly lie and deny that
a group called “Bilderberg” would meet at its “filled
up” facility. At Chantilly, Va., it was “four big weddings.” In Stresa, Italy, it was “several business conferences.” But, for the first time, the big lie was published innocently in a local newspaper.
The Tegernseer Zeitung had been bombarded
with calls from readers in Rottach-Egern asking
about streams of black cars rolling into the heavily
guarded Dorint. Bilderberg told the paper it was a
“doctor’s conference.” The result was, on May 6, a
phony photo and lengthy story about a “doctor’s
conference” at the Dorint.
Advised of Bilderberg’s big lie and shown its
agenda and list of participants, reporter Tanja
Bitterer was shocked and outraged. But the paper,
thoroughly intimidated, ran no follow-up or correction. In such cases, newspapers would normally
run a detailed, outraged story explaining the fabrication. Challenged by phone the next day,
Bilderberg organizer Marion Strobel refused to take
the call. A nameless female flunky said “it is up to
you to decide if it [the newspaper story] is true.”
Meanwhile, from the day AFP’s Tucker and
Estulin arrived at the tiny, six-room Walter’s Hof
Hotel, owner Walter Eichel had become curious
about the drama at the huge, luxurious Dorint
about three football fields up an incline. Eichel
called a friend who is an executive at the Dorint but
was told “I can’t tell you.”
When three plainclothes security men checked
into Walter’s Hof to stalk Estulin and Tucker, collaboration began between reporters and Eichel.
Traditionally, Bilderberg has planted a phony story
in a local paper to reassure the natives.
But this time no such story could be found, even
by helpful natives who, of course, are fluent in
German. Eichel uncovered the cover-up. He found
the story about a “doctors’ conference”, complete
with numerous non-Bilderberg names and a photo
of non-Bilderberg “doctors”—meeting at the Dorint
on the precise dates Bilderberg was there.
★

N

This year’s Bilderberg meeting drew a number of high profile Americans,
including prominent neo-conservative power brokers, executives,
Democrats, Republicans and other plutocrats. (Clockwise from left)
Jessica Mathews, president of the Carnegie Endowment for Peace; neocon Dennis Ross, the director of the Washington Institute for Near East
Policy; Washington Post publisher Donald Graham; Richard Holbrooke,
former U.S. ambassador to the UN and the vice chairman of Perseus
LLC, defense advisor Richard
Perle and Richard Haass, the president of the Council on Foreign
Relations.

Criminal Fine
Continued from Page B-1

health system. U.S. District Judge Royce Lamberth
denounced Mrs. Clinton, saying she had violated the
law, and levied a criminal fine.
The security man said he remembers the case but
lacks jurisdiction to arrest U.S. officials in Germany.
“I understand,” Tucker said. “But you could have
arrested Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld and others three years ago when Bilderberg met in Chantilly, Va.
I will tell you the next time Bilderberg meets in the
United States and I’ll carry your handcuffs.”
The officer smiled. He was unable to identify himself
but AFP can: He is Special Agent Robert Harvey of the
Protective Services unit of the Army’s Criminal Investigation Command at Ft. Belvoir, Va.
Security was massive. After the platoons of Bilderberg
necktied security men unloaded, and with numerous
uniformed local police already on patrol, five buses
filled with German police in riot gear arrived. Most disappeared inside the Dorint, never to be seen again.
In addition to U.S. Secret Service, the Mossad was also
on hand, according to a report by a German official. ★

B-3

On a ‘Cell’
or in a Cell?
VIOLATORS: It is a violation of U.S. law for federal officials to attend secret meetings with private citizens to
develop public policies. Get out the handcuffs for these
criminals: Alan Hubbard, assistant to the president for
economic policy and director of the National Economic
Council; William Luti, deputy under secretary of defense;
Donald Graham, publisher of The Washington Post, and
Paul Wolfowitz, deputy secretary of state and incoming
president of the World Bank (above).

Above, The Hotel Uberfahrt and Bilderberg security went to great lengths to hide the 2005 meeting.
But locals disliked being lied to and helped expose
the goings-on at the posh hotel.
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Rogue’s Gallery of the World’s Rich & Powerful
Here’s a Partial List of the 2005 Attendees

PRINCE PHILIPPE

DAVIGNON

MYKLEBUST

HANSEN

MONTI

TILMANT

SUTHERLAND

COUCHEPIN

Strumpet Journalists
ollowing is a partial list of “journalists” who attended the
Bilderberg meeting on their vow of secrecy. To promise
secrecy to this gang of international manipulators violates
all journalistic ethics. If 130 film stars met secretly for three
days, their newspapers would try hard to report what transpires. But
when 130 of the world’s major manipulators in finance and politics meet secretly, these “journalists” are collaborators. They are:
Nicolas Beytout, editor-in-chief, Figaro; Oscar Bronner, publisher and editor, Der Standard; Donald Graham, chairman of The
Washington Post; Matthias Nass, deputy editor, Die Zeit; Norman
Pearlstine, editor-in-chief, Time; Cuneyt Ulsevere, columnist for the
Hurriyet; John Vinocur, senior correspondent, International Herald
Tribune; Martin Wolf, associate editor, Financial Times; Fareed
Zakaria, editor, Newsweek International; Klaus Zumwinkel, chairman, Deutsche Post; John Micklethwait, U.S. editor, The Economist,
and Adrian Wooldridge, foreign correspondent, The Economist.

F

Honorary Chairman—Davigon, Etienne—Belgium
Honorary Secretary Gen.—Taylor, J. Martin —Britain
Aartsen, Jozias J. van —NL, Parliamentary Leader
Abu-Amr, Ziad—President of the Palestinian CFR
Ackermann, Josef—Germany, Chairman, Deutsche Bank
Alogoskoufis, George—GR, Minister of Economy
Babacan, Ali—TR, Minister of Economic Affairs
Balsemao, Francisco Pinto—Portugal, Former PM
Barroso, Jose M. Durao—INT, President, Euro. Comm.
Belfrage, Erik—S, Senior Vice President, SEB
Bernabe, Franco—I, Vice Chairman, Rothschild Europe
Bronner, Oscar—A, Publisher and Editor, Der Standard
Browne, John—GB, Group Chief Executive, BP
Byrne, David—IRL, Former Commissioner, Euro Comm.
Camus, Philippe—F, CEO, EADS
Castries, Henri de—F, Chairman of the Board, AXA
Cebrian, Juan Luis—E, CEO, PRISA
Collins, Timothy C.—USA, CEO, Ripplewood Holdings
Collomb, Bertrand—F, Chairman, Lafarge
Couchepin, Pascal—CH, Head, Dept. of Home Affairs
David, George A.—GR, Chairman at Coca-Cola
Delpech, Therese—F, Director, Atomic Energy Comm.
Diamantopoulou, Anna—GR, Member of Parliament
Dopfner, Mathias—D, CEO, Axel Springer AG
Eldrup, Anders—DK, President, DONG A/S
Elkann, John—I, Vice Chairman, Fiat S.P.A.
Feldstein, Martin S.—USA, President/CEO
Ford, Jr., William C.—USA, CEO, Ford Motor Co.
Geithner, Timothy F.—USA, President, Fed. Res. of NY
Gilady, Eival—ISR, Advisor to PM Ariel Sharon
Gleeson, Dermot—IRL, Chairman at AIB Group
Graham, Donald E.—USA, CEO, Washington Post Co.
Grydeland, Bjrn T.—N, Ambassador to the EU
Guterres, Antonio—P, Former PM
Haass, Richard N.—USA, President of the CFR
Hansen, Jean-Pierre—B, CEO, Suez-Tractebel, S.A.
Haselsteiner, Hans Peter—A, CEO, Bauholding Srabag
Hedegaard, Connie—DK, Minister for the Environment
Holbrooke, Richard C.—USA, Vice Chairman, Perseus
Hoop Scheffer, Jaap G.de—INT, Sec. Gen., NATO
Hubbard, Allan B.—USA, Assistant to the President
Huyghebaert, Jan—B, Board Chairman of KBC Group
Johnson, James A.—USA, Vice Chairman, Perseus
Jones, James L.—INT, Supreme Allied Cmdr. Europe
Jordan, Jr., Vernon E.—USA, Lazard Freres & Co.
Keane, John M.—USA, General, U.S. Army, Retired
Kerr, John—GB, Director, Shell
Kissinger, Henry A.—USA, Chairman, Kissinger Assoc.
Kleinfeld, Klaus—D, President and CEO, Siemens AG
Kopper, Hilmar—D, Chairman at DaimlerChysler AG
Kravis, Marie-Josee—USA, Hudson Institute
Kroes, Neelie—INT, Commissioner, Euro. Comm.
Kudelski, Andre—CH, CEO, Kudelski Group
Lamy, Pascal—F, President, Notre Europe
Ledeen, Michael A.—USA, American Enterprise Institute
Liikanen, Erkki—FIN, Board Chairman, Bank of Finland
Lundestad, Geir—N, Norwegian Nobel Committee
Luti, William J.—USA, Dep’ty Under Sec. of Defense
Lykketoft, Mogens—DK, Social Democratic Party
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Manji, Irshad—CDN, Author/Founder of “Project Iftihad”
Mathews, Jessica T.—USA, President, Carnegie Endow.
McKenna, Frank—CDN, Ambassador to the U.S.
Mehlman, Kenneth B.—USA, Chairman, RNC
Miklos, Ivan—SVK, Deputy PM and Minister of Finance
Montbrial, Thierry de—F, President of IFRI
Monti, Mario—INT, President, Boconi University
Munroe-Blum, Heather—Vice Chancellor, McGill Univ.
Myklebust, Egil—N, Chairman of the Board, SAS
Nass, Matthias—D, Deputy Editor, Die Zeit
Netherlands, H.M. The Queen of the Netherlands
Ollila, Jorma—FIN, CEO, Nokia Corporation
Padoa-Schioppa, Tommaso—INT, European Cent. Bank
Palacio, Loyola de—E, President, CFR, Partido Popular
Papandreou, George A.—GR, President PASOK
Pearl, Frank H.—USA, Chairman/CEO, Perseus
Pearlstine, Norman—USA, Editor-in-Chief, Time Inc.
Pentikainen, Mikael—FIN, President, Sanoma Corp.
Perle, Richard N.—USA, Institute for Public Policy Res.
Pfluger, Friedbert—D, Member of Parliament
Philippe H.R.H. Prince—Belgium
Prichard J. Robert S.—CDN, President, Torstar Media
Rato y Figaredo, Rodrigo de—INT, Managing Dir., IMF
Reisman, Heather—CDN, President Indigo Books
Rockefeller, David—USA, JP Morgan Int’l Council
Rodin, Judith—USA, President, Rockefeller Foundation
Rodriguez Inciarte, Matias—E, Vice Chair, Grupo Santander
Ross, Dennis B.—USA, Dir., Wash. Inst. for Near East Pol.
Roy, Olivier—F, Senior Researcher, CNRS
Sarmento, Nuno Morais—P, Member of Parliament
Scaroni, Paolo—I, CEO, Enel S.P.A.
Schily, Otto—D, Minister of the Interior
Scholten, Rudolf—A, Oesterreichische Kontrollbank AG
Schrempp, Jurgen E.—D, A COB at Daimler Chrysler AG
Schulz, Ekkehard D.—D, COB at, ThyssenKrupp AG
Sebastian Gascon, Miguel—E, Chief Econ. Advisor to PM
Sharansky, Natan—ISR, Advisor to Ariel Sharon
Siniscalco, Domenico—I, Minister for Econ. and Finance
Skidelsky, Robert—GB Professor, Warwick University
Spain, H.M. the Queen of—E
Sutherland, Peter D.—IRL, Chairman, Goldman Sachs
Szwajcowski, Jacek—PL CEO, Polska Grupa Farmaceutyczna
Tiilikainen, Teija H.—FIN, Director, University of Helsinki
Tilmant, Michel—NL, Chairman, Ing N.V.
Trichet, Jean-Claude—INT, Governor, European Central Bank
Ulsever, Cuneyt—TR, Columnist, Hurriyet
Vasella, Daniel L.—CH, Chairman and CEO, Novartis AG
Veer, Jeroen van der—NL, Chairman, Royal Dutch/Shell Group
Vinocur, John—USA, Senior Corr., International Herald Tribune
Wallenberg, Jacob—S, Vice-Chairman, SEB
Warner, Mark R—USA, Governor of virginia
Weinberg, Peter—GB, CEO, Goldman Sachs International
Wissmann, Matthias—D, Member of Parliament
Wolf, Martin H.—GB, Associate Editor and Economics
Commentator, The Financial Times
Wolfensohn, James D.—INT/USA, President, The World Bank
Wolfowitz, Paul—USA, President designate, The World Bank
Zakaria, Fareed—USA, Editor, Newsweek International
Zumwinkel, Klaus—D, Chairman of the Board of Management.
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Local townspeople said, and the collaborating hotel
owner confirmed, that former Soviet Prime Minister
Mikhail Gorbachev owns a house in the German town
that was host to this year’s Bilderberg meetings. But he
was not on Bilderberg’s guest list nor was he otherwise
identified entering the Dorint. But Bilderberg’s list is never
complete. This year German leader Gerhard Schroeder
was positively identified but was not on the list.
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Penn & Teller Afraid to Deal With Painful Questions
By Christopher Bollyn
recent cable television program about “conspiracy theories” provides insight about who is
most interested in covering up the truth of 9-11.
The Penn & Teller program shown on the
Showtime cable channel on May 9 dealt with
the Sept. 11 attacks and other conspiracy theories. The 30minute program was vile and abusive, but it provides
insight into who is behind covering up the truth of 9-11 and
other conspiracies.
Penn & Teller are the stage names of two Las Vegas magicians. Their cable program on Showtime is produced by Star
Price and Mark Wolper, son of the Hollywood producer
David L. Wolper.
The May 9 program addressed three conspiracy theories:
the terror attacks of 9-11, the NASA moon landings and the
murder of President John F. Kennedy. Without discussing
the evidence, the program sought to debunk conspiracy
researchers using extreme verbal abuse.
Jodie Dean, a professor from Hobart and William Smith
Colleges, was used as a voice of reason to discredit conspiracy theories without actually knowing which theories were
being discussed.
“We talked about conspiracy in the abstract,” Dean told
AFP. “When they asked about the JFK assassination I told
them I wouldn’t go there because there is too much evidence of a conspiracy.”
In the case of Eric Hufschmid, author of Painful Questions: An Analysis of the September 11th Attack, the abuse actually incited violence against those who read his book.
The camera zooms in on Painful Questions as Teller says:
“If you ever see anyone with this book—push them down a
flight of stairs.”
The program also shows Rudy Matchinga, the art director for the program, desecrating the Bible by drilling a large
hole through it.
American Free Press contacted Wolper and Price to ask
why invective and violent speech runs throughout the program. Both refused to answer any questions.
When Matchinga was asked why the show had included
the gratuitous desecration of the Bible, he refused to answer

A

Things They
Didn’t Tell Me
in Seminary
Evangelist reveals dozens
of topics not usually
addressed in seminary
Order a FREE multi-tape series
Write Ted Weiland
P.O. Box 248
Scottsbluff, NE 69363
See more at www.MissionToIsrael.org

WORKING FOR WHOM? Above, magicians “Penn &
Teller” who were behind a recent smear attack on a
book exposing factual inconsistencies about the Sept.
11 attacks in New York. This is the second major propaganda attack on this book, written by researcher Eric
Hufschmid. Is Hufschmid on to something?

and responded with profanity over the phone.
“There was absolutely no reason to show that,” 9-11
researcher Phil Jayhan told AFP. “It is incongruent. They are
doing it to show their hatred for the truth.”
Teller also hurled invective at Jimmy Walter, who is
sponsoring a series of 9-11 events in Europe and ads for the
“truth movement.”
Since 9-11, the most vociferous critics of independent
researchers have been individuals tied to Zionist organizations. The Anti-Defamation League of B’nai B’rith attacked
this writer in November 2001 for writing about eyewitness
reports of explosions in the World Trade Center and Alan
Colmes of Rupert Murdoch’s Fox Network also tried to
smear me as an anti-Semite.
The Penn & Teller show follows this pattern.

Wolper, the executive producer, comes from a family
with ties to organized crime and the Zionist movement.
His father, David L. Wolper, in his autobiography, Producer, reveals how he got into the film business through his
uncle, David J. Wolper, a lawyer and front man for the notorious Jewish gangster Benjamin “Bugsy” Siegel.
“The closest anyone in my family came to show business
was my uncle,” he wrote. “He was an attorney, and among
his clients was gangster Mickey Cohen’s glamorous moll,
Virginia Hill. To settle a 1942 bill, Virginia Hill gave my
uncle, the lawyer, the famed Hurricane nightclub on
Broadway.
“Which is how the Wolper family first got into the entertainment business,” he wrote.
David J. Wolper served the gangsters as the legal owner
of their Hurricane Club on Broadway in the 1940s and
1950s. He also served as the president of the B’nai B’rith of
Florida.
Bugsy’s Baby: The Secret Life of Mob Queen Virginia Hill
reveals who really owned the Hurricane:
“As part of their trade accord with New York, the Chicago
gang was allowed to invest in a nightclub called the
Hurricane Club, at 1619 Broadway in New York. It had all
the promise of a money maker and could provide a great
way to launder money as well. The Chicago mob was, of
course, a silent partner, and the names of the backers were
not to appear in any legal registers. Virginia was ordered to
act as the front and travel to New York to work the deal.
“Depending on who told the story, Virginia put down
anywhere from $6,000 to $60,000 cash, but for some unexplained reason her name never appeared on the license as
an owner.” David J. Wolper was the registered owner.
“We named our company Flamingo Films after Bugsy
Siegel’s Las Vegas hotel,” his nephew wrote in Producer.
Mark Wolper refused to answer questions about his family’s ties to organized crime.
★
For $20 you can get Eric Hufschmid’s book Painful Questions:
An Analysis of the Sept. 11 Attack PLUS the DVD, Painful
Deceptions. (A $40 package). No charge for shipping inside the
U.S. (Outside the U.S. add $5 for S&H). Send to Eric Hufschmid,
7338 Greensboro Street, Goleta, CA 93117.
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Retiring General, Joint Chiefs Chairman
Admits U.S. Forces in Weakened State
General Myers Comes Clean;
Says Military May Not Be Able
to Respond to Emergency
By Mike Blair
s he prepares to leave office,
Gen. Richard B. Myers, who will
soon be retiring from duty as
chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff, has leveled with Congress
in a classified report concerning the diminBLAIR
ished strength of the U.S. Armed Forces.
Myers explicitly cited the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan as
the main reason.
Marine Corps chief, Gen. Peter Pace, has also admitted to Congress that there is a risk that the diminished
U.S. military would be unable to prevent an attack,
including a surprise attack. Pace said it was “moderate,
but trending toward significant.”
The retiring Air Force general said he fears that U.S.
forces “may be unable to meet expectations for speed or
precision as detailed in our current plans.”
He warned that additional combat operations,
beyond current operations in Iraq and Afghanistan,
“may result in significantly extended campaign timelines, and achieving campaign objectives may result in
higher casualty rates and collateral damage.”

A

NOT SO ROSY

In issuing his report to Congress the general appears
to have broken with the White House and Secretary of
Defense Donald Rumsfeld, who paint a far rosier picture

of America’s current military strength.
In a recent news conference President Bush said that
the number of American troops in Iraq would not limit
Washington’s military options elsewhere.
Numerous military experts pointedly disagree with
the president on this point, noting that U.S. bases
around the world could be dragged into burgeoning
crises such as a Chinese assault on Taiwan, an attack on
South Korea from North Korea or a widening war in the
Middle East.
Bush’s pronouncements sharply conflicted with
Myers’s conclusions about U.S. military capabilities
when he said he had asked the general, “Do you feel that
we’ve limited our capacity to deal with other problems
because of our troop levels in Iraq?
“The [general’s] answer is no, he didn’t feel a bit limited. It feels like we got plenty of capacity.”
SAME MIND

Many career military officers are of the same mind as
Myers, realizing that all active duty troops have been
depleted due to deployments. National Guard and
Reserve forces have been drawn down to the point where
middle-aged soldiers are being asked to don uniforms
and be sent to Iraq.
Myers also told Congress about reduced stockpiles of
precision weapons, such as guided cruise missiles and
laser-guided bombs.
As far as conditions in Iraq are concerned Myers disagrees with the Bush administration’s claims, saying U.S.
forces are operating at “a higher level of risk” than a year
ago.
With the military currently being so overdrawn and
utilized for extended periods in Iraq, one senior
Pentagon official said that the United States would ultimately win a new conflict “but it may not be as pretty,”
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BOGGED DOWN: Air Force Gen. Richard Myers,
who will be retiring soon, gave reporters as candid an
account of the weakened state of U.S. forces as you
would expect from a top military man. The main reason, according to Myers, is the fact that the military is
bogged down in Iraq and Afghanistan, a dangerous—
and expensive—proposition for the United States.

predicting larger numbers of casualties and higher cost
in dollars.
Currently, the Pentagon is adjusting and reorganizing
active and reserve units.
This will eventually correct shortfalls, “but this will
take several more years to complete,” Myers concluded.
Is a draft in the future?
★
Best known for his ground-breaking work exposing the U.S. government’s abandonment of American POWs and MIAs in Korea and
Vietnam, Mike Blair specializes in military affairs and gunowners’ rights,
Blair was cited by Project Censored for having uncovered the top “most
censored” story of 1990—a scheme to scuttle the Bill of Rights in the
name of “fighting crime.”
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Deceptive Strategy Used by Warhawks
Continued from Page 1

innocent Iraqi civilians have also perished.
The London press claims to have verified the authenticity of the memo before publication, also blaming its own
government for following America to war even though it
had solid evidence no WMDs existed in Iraq.
Rycroft, who was privy to highly classified U.S. intelligence reports, reveals that, just prior to the U.S. invasion, a
deceptive strategy was used on the part of the Bush administration to topple Saddam. Rycroft wrote:
“As reported in recent talks in Washington, there was a
perceptible shift in attitude. Military action was now seen as
inevitable. Bush wanted to remove Saddam, through military action, justified by the conjunction of terrorism and
WMDs.
“But the intelligence and facts were being fixed around
the policy. The [National Security Council] had no patience
with the UN route, and no enthusiasm for publishing material on the Iraqi regime’s record. There was little discussion
in Washington of the aftermath after military action.”
Regarding the memo, the Bush administration refused
comment, saying it was unaware of the specific allegations.
Critics claim this memo clearly refutes the justification for
war, resulting in a clear violation of international law.
The memo goes on to warn all recipients that it should
remain “secret” to all others in light of the highly sensitive
content.
“This record is extremely sensitive. No further copies
should be made. It should be shown only to those with a
genuine need to know its contents,” writes Rycroft to the
prime minister.
He further added that, “The defense secretary said that
the U.S. had already begun ‘spikes of activity’ to put pressure on the regime. No decisions had been taken, but he
thought the most likely timing in U.S. minds for military
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action to begin was January, with the timeline beginning 30
days before the U.S. congressional elections.”
Critics of the Bush administration war strategy claim this
shows Bush clearly “lied to the American people and should
be held accountable.”
★
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Dr Royal Rife used
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cure cancer in 1934.
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Military Judge Says Investigation Is Biased
Continued from Page 1

battle with the Army when his application for conscientious
objector (CO) status was denied by his command during
the last week of April.
But Benderman, who appears to have become a “soldier
of conscience” over military actions in Iraq that he found to
be highly immoral, appealed this decision. And, Benderman, who served in the Army for the past 10 years, attended his court-martial hearing on May 11. The trial began at
Fort Stewart in Hinesville, Ga.
Benderman, a Baptist, applied for CO status after having
already served one combat tour in Iraq—during which his
captain allegedly ordered personnel in the unit to fire on
Iraqi children throwing rocks.
“This was one of many incidents during his deployment
that Benderman said convinced him that war is immoral
and it is his duty to refuse to kill,” wrote Robert S. Finnegan,
managing editor of Southeast Asia News.
According to information on the web site BendermanDefense.org, which was set up to explain Benderman’s situation and generate support for him, Benderman’s record
has been honorable. He received “two Army Commendation medals for his service during a combat tour in Iraq,
four Army Achievement medals, three Good Conduct
medals, and having been recognized as outstanding leader
and 1st Sgt. of his class out of 400 students in his primary
leadership development class.”
Reportedly, Benderman also was recognized as being
worthy of promotion to the rank of staff sergeant by his current command. He received the highest number of points
possible by the promotion board, as stated on his web site.
Back in March of 2003, when the words “shock and awe”
were prattled by pundits to describe the massive coalition
bombing campaign that foreshadowed a ground invasion
of Iraq by U.S. forces—enforcing United Nations Security
Council Resolution 1441, among other measures—
Benderman was deployed to Iraq with the 1-10 Cav, 4th
Infantry Division (ID) from Ft. Hood, Texas.
“His unit followed the trail of the 3rd ID from Kuwait
through Baghdad and into Tikrit just two weeks after the initial invasion of Iraq. Benderman witnessed many situations
that caused him to reconsider his beliefs on war and the
destruction it brings. He returned after his combat tour with
the 4th ID to transfer to Ft. Stewart and become part of the
2-7th Inf., 3rd ID in Georgia,” as explained on his web site.
It was during the next year at Ft. Stewart that Benderman,
upon first becoming acquainted with his new unit, began
training for what, at the time, was stated to be a “potential”

second deployment to Iraq. At this point in time he had an
opportunity to assess all that he had experienced during his
tour of duty in Iraq. He further evaluated his beliefs on war.
Benderman said he witnessed many disturbing things in
Iraq. He said he saw a young girl standing on the side of the
road with her mother. He said the girl’s left arm was burned
black from her hand to her shoulder. She was crying in pain,
with no one willing to stop and help her.
According to Benderman, there were mass graves filled
with bodies of young children, old men and women. One
thankless task, said Benderman, was having to chase dogs
from eating the remains, and having to repeatedly remind

Benderman said he witnessed
many disturbing things in Iraq.
He said he saw a young girl
whose arm was burned black
from her hand to her shoulder.
She was crying in pain. No
one stopped to help her.
his young troops that they were in a war zone and to keep
their heads down and be on guard for incoming rounds.
“Sgt. Benderman saw what war does to humanity. He
saw the destruction; he felt what he had to become in order
to be part of that, and once he had time to recall everything
about his experience, he knew that he could not return to
this again,” states a passage in one of many articles posted
on his web site.
Amid uncertainty over which Army units would be returning to Iraq, Benderman made his decision, with only one year
left in his enlistment, to simply depart the Army “on his
scheduled ETS date and pursue other endeavors that would
not involve the killing and destruction in which he felt he no
longer could participate,” the web site account notes.
The situation seemed resolved, but it wasn’t. Just as he
began the process of doing the preliminary paperwork,
Benderman was “stop-lossed” for another year of service
after his enlistment should have been complete.
After much soul-searching, Benderman remained firm in

“Attorney for the Damned” Takes
No Prisoners With Bold Statements
Against Zionism, Political Correctness
Injustice for All: The Legal
Lynching of U.S. Dissidents
Defense attorney Edgar Steele—one of the most outspoken freedom
advocates in America—dares to take on “politically incorrect” clients
who’ve been demonized by the media. In this report, Steele outlines
some of his famous cases and shows how the U.S. court system is
being manipulated by special interest groups with an alien political
agenda. Eight pages. One copy is $3; six copies are $10, 40 or more
copies are just 50¢ each. Send payment using the coupon on page 16
to AFP, 645 Pennsylvania Avenue SE, Suite 100, Washington, D.C.
20003. Call 1-888-699-6397 and charge to Visa or MasterCard.

his commitment that he could not return to the war in Iraq,
which, broadly speaking, was not entered into under a constitutionally required declaration of war by Congress, nor
was a clear exit strategy ever announced.
CONGRESS BYPASSED

Congress, ever since the start of the Korean conflict, has
abdicated this constitutional responsibility, leaving the decision-making process in the hands of the Executive Branch
and the United Nations Security Council, with Congress relegated to the function of merely “authorizing the use of
force.” This has amounted to a virtually meaningless rubber-stamping of executive ambitions and UN resolutions.
Consequently, U.S. troops are sent into open-ended conflicts that involve occupation.
Benderman reportedly began seeking advice for the status of CO, calling the GI Rights Hotline and asking other
veterans organizations for help in learning what he could
do to legally separate from the Army and retain the honor
that he had earned.
He made the final decision that he would complete his
CO application and submit it to his command.
Beginning in November 2004, he had several email conversations with his battalion’s chaplain, who suggested that
Benderman meet with him to discuss his concerns.
But Benderman said that when he called upon this chaplain to arrange that meeting, the chaplain would not commit. From that point on, the chaplain was not available.
Benderman says he went up the chain of command seeking a superior officer who would accept his application, as
Army regulations require, and, for a time, not one officer
would comply.
“Two called him a coward, and all said that they would
not do anything to help Sgt. Benderman initiate the
process,” states the lengthy account on the web site.
Eventually, however, Benderman managed to move the
process forward, though it has not been an easy battle. He
was charged with deserting his unit.
As the web site notes, Benderman, his wife, Monica and
other family and friends “remain steadfast and hopeful that
the process will eventually reveal that he is guilty of nothing
more than exercising his legal right to assert his heartfelt
opposition to war.”
★
For more information, contact the Kevin Benderman Defense Committee at 512 Westminster Ave.
Apt #1 Venice, Calif. 90291, (310) 392-0113 or visit the
web site, BendermanDefense.org. AFP correspondent
Mark Anderson can be contacted at truthorelse@msn.com.

Another Spy Scandal!
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A Special Report

H

ere’s the special report that could blow the lid off one of the
biggest stories of the decade. Few Americans know there is
a huge number of Israeli operatives, many with explosives
and espionage training, lurking in America. Why won’t the
U.S. media touch this subject? What Israeli sympathizer did the most
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George Tenet’s warnings of Israeli spies in the Pentagon ignored?
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ow dumb can people be?? When billions of people

flush their toilets, do they think this diseased water goes to the
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no lab knows how to do it!” Our water kills bad bacteria, but not good bacteria (see below)!! That’s why you need no chemicals in a hot tub. The timer
cycles the water through a filter to remove natural algae. Would you drink or
soak in water if it had chemicals in it strong enough to kill algae??

Expand the human life span: Unlike any other water, under a microscope
doctors can see an immediate change in the red blood cells of a cancer patient
(your blood is 94% water)! Instead of being distorted or clumped together
(like you are ready for a heart attack), the red blood cells turn nice and round
including plenty of movement needed to clear your arteries (letters on file)!
A nurse called and said: “That’s why we have your machine! We can see an
immediate change in the red blood cells! It’s amazing!!” Since we are engineers, not doctors, we will send you medical reports right out of the hospital!! We challenge any other company to do that!! They can’t We’ve weakened the bonds. . . . Our hydrogen bond angle is 114° which is a function of
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Prostate Cancer: 90% of all men will end up with a swollen prostate. Thirty
years ago, after designing a water distiller that also produces energized tap
water, we received thousands of calls saying that before they bought our
machine they developed prostate cancer because they couldn’t urinate regular water, especially ordinary distilled (the hydrogen bond angle is only 101°
. . . it’s dead), but they had no trouble with ours. We wondered why! Although
our customers include some of the top scientists and engineers in the world,
it was a UCLA doctor that had the medical and scientific equipment available
to help us find the answer!! We had weakened the bonds, causing the hydrogen bond angle to increase to 114°, with fantastic implications!!

Lou Gehrig’s Disease: They say it’s incurable and yet here’s a typical letter
on file: “I was told I was incurable. When I received your machine they were
spoon feeding me because my fingers were frozen solid and I certainly couldn’t write anything! Now, I am writing you this letter to show you I can move
my fingers!”
Diabetes: A man in Texas said: “They were going to chop off my foot!” He
put his foot in a garbage bag filled with our water, tied it around his leg and
the skin turned rosy pink! We have reports on practically any subject with no
downside . . . it’s only water!
Municipal Waste Lagoon: The municipality told the neighbors that it was
“untreatable.” They would have to live with the horrible smell. A water treatment company: “After adding 1,000 gallons of energized tap water from your
machine, the smell was virtually gone in 24 hours! That’s amazing!” also, it
kills bad bacteria but not good bacteria . . . great for septic systems, no chemicals or bad disease markers from human waste that find their way into the
ground water every time a toilet is flushed! They end up at your faucet or in
“pure” bottled water (expiration date)! Purification doesn’t remove them (like
the CEA or PSA in your blood)!!
You are drinking somebody else’s waste right now! Wells eventually go
bad and people wonder where their problems come from because they
believe water purifier and bottled water dealers! Regardless of what they tell
you, ask for the medical reports we send out . . . they can’t give them to you!
Below is the gatehouse to the $20-million-dollar Crystal Mountain Research
Center, a 365-acre estate high atop Crystal Mountain overlooking the
Delaware River. With over 100,000 users, scientists are conducting further
research into the amazing properties of this water!
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29679. $2 National Catalog.
____________________________________________________

BOOKS ET CETERA

___________________________________________________
WHITE RIGHTS NEWSPAPER (The Aryan Alternative): $2 to
Glenn Miller, POB 3861, Springfield MO 65808. 417/258-7785.
govnn.com & vnnforum.com
____________________________________________________
RUSSIA AGAINST THE NEW WORLD ORDER What is Russia up
to today? 64 page (large format) confidential report by Atty Nicolai
von Kreitor tells all. Putin resists “the West” and new war erupts in
Europe? More important than Iraq! The best geo-political research
now available. $25 ppd. Sons of Liberty, Box 477, Meraux LA
70075. 504/279-5940. Free booklist by mail as well. List of over
1300 books on the internet @: sonsoflibertybooks.com
____________________________________________________
COMPLETE REMEDY FOR POLITICAL AND JUDICIAL MISRULE. 8 1/2 x 11 volume. 30 day money back guarantee. $100.
ppd. Hummer, 1235 Newport Rd, Manheim PA 17545.
____________________________________________________
FREEDOM & COMPETITIVE BUSINESS are impossible without
privacy. Crypto program free via email. D Thorn @ 805/953-5959.
____________________________________________________
SIEGRUNEN is the quarterly magazine pub by Richard Landwehr
for 28 years. Exclusive history about the Waffen SS, the 1 millionman European army that fought the Soviet army. These men were
probably the best volunteer fighting force in history. POB 6718,
Brookings OR 97415. 4 issues, $30.
____________________________________________________
TESLA TECHNOLOGY! Advanced Energy Concepts and
Devices,Magnetic Motors, and other SUPPRESSED information!
Quarterly Journal: $30 annually (USA). INFO PAK $3, Sample $10.
TeslaTech, 296 E Donna Dr, Queen Valley AZ 85218. 520/4631994; http://www.teslatech.info
____________________________________________________
BOOKS ON FEDERAL RESERVE. Free list. OMNI, Box 900566,
Palmdale CA 93590. 661/274-2240 or www.omnicbc.com
____________________________________________________
BUY A PIECE OF HISTORY Abraham Lincoln’s Negro Policy. Mail
$5 to American Colonization Society Charity (First est in 1817) 36
Tamarack Ave, #242, Danbury CT 06811.
____________________________________________________
FROM HELL TO HERE the autobiography of a Polish Lad’s 4+ yrs
in Auschwitz. $15 to POB 580, Sidney NE 69162.
____________________________________________________
REGAIN SOVEREIGNTY read Principles of Redemption-in-law by
THE PATRIOT $65 PPD. BOX 888, Bakersville NC 28705.
____________________________________________________

BUSINESS OPS

____________________________________________________
NEW! NANO-TECHNOLOGY ENERGY PATCH. The Perfect
Product is Here Now. Don’t miss this great money making opportunity. http://nanopower19.sharetpp.info
____________________________________________________
HOW ANYONE CAN MAKE A LIVING WASHING ground level
windows. $20 to Chuck Decker, 999 MC 3026, Yellville AR 72687.
____________________________________________________
$360,000 FIRST YEAR - LEARN HOW NOW!! Home based/not
MLM. BIG THINKERS ONLY! 800/942-3732.
SEE THE END OF THE MASTHEAD on page two for
AFP’s advertising policy. All advertisers are required to offer
a 30-day money-back guarantee. Make any claims for your
money to be returned within that 30-day period—in writing. Keep your records. Merchandise must be returned in
good condition and any pills or supplements returned
must be in unopened containers.

Classifieds
____________________________________________________
ABSOLUTELY FABULOUS HOME BASED INTERNET BUSINESS $19,500 return in 120 days guaranteed. $250 investment.
416/280-6320.
____________________________________________________

DEBT RELIEF

____________________________________________________
CANCEL YOUR DEBT. Pay off credit cards, mortgages, loans,
IRS, student loans, stop litigation, call Mr. Fox @ 604/860-4772.
Free confidential consultation.
____________________________________________________

EDUCATION

____________________________________________________
THE PEOPLE OF EARTH BEFORE ADAM The Jews are not the
Israelites of the Bible, who the Israelites are today, when people’s
skin were changed, explains what causes around 400 kinds of
cancer un US and our livestock, $3.50 to H Kaisersatt, 307 S
Cedar St, Marion SD 57043.
_________ ___________________________________________

HEALTH
____________________________________________________
CHICAGO HEALTH FREEDOM EXPO: JUNE 10-12, 2005.
Donald E Stephens Convention Center, Rosemont Illinois. Join
over 100 exhibitors in educating the attendees about their health
options. Visit www.healthfreedomexpo.com or call 888/658-3976
(EXPO) for more information.
____________________________________________________
CESIUM CHLORIDE raises PH of cancer cells stopping its growth.
Highest purity $49.99 + S/H. 800/253-2748.
____________________________________________________
SEASILVER Dietary Supplement 32oz bottle Kosher Certified
$39.95 Free S/H 3 pk $100. Money back 100% guarantee. Toll free
866/205-5902.
____________________________________________________
DRAMATICALLY IMPROVE HEALTH, even the worst. Make your
own essential nutrients save $. SASE & $15 to MHM, 8720 E
Market St, Ste 9, Warren OH 44484.
____________________________________________________
CHOLESTEROL HEALTH Policosanol 10 mg. from sugar cane
extract. 30 vegicaps $14.98 + $3 S/H 800/524-3727, POB 575,
Atwood CA 92811.
____________________________________________________
EDTA-ORAL, 500 mg. 90 capsules $14.98 + $3 S/H. 800/5243727, POB 575, Atwood CA 92811.
____________________________________________________
4 CANCER CURES! Four methods that people stated worked for
them as cures! Cancer Cure Report: $1. NIFI, POB 1465-TC,
Seneca SC 29679.
____________________________________________________
TESLA TECHNOLOGY! Advanced Energy Concepts and
Devices, Magnetic Motors, and other SUPPRESSED information!
Quarterly Journal: $30 annually (USA). INFO PAK $3, Sample $10.
TeslaTech, 296 E Donna Dr, Queen Valley AZ 75218. 520/4631994; http://www.teslatech.info
____________________________________________________
OVERWEIGHT? FORGET DIETING. Change your lifestyle. We
show you how. Lovely results guaranteed. 800/241-5748.
____________________________________________________
MIRACLE II: A life changing experience in your health.
Approved & certified to be the only health soap made in this
world to clean the total body. This could be the only thing you
need for a healthier life. “Check it out” 888/549-4748.
www.miracle-2.com
____________________________________________________
CLEAR VISION WITHOUT GLASSES. Age 88 Author restored his
vision to normal naturally. SO CAN YOU. Guaranteed! Report
$12.97. Wyoming .52¢ tax. Check or MO to: Abram Publishing, Box
242, Afton WY 83110.
____________________________________________________
1 BOTTLE OF VIBE = 5 Xango, 7 Goji or 16 Noni! Highest ORAC
score in the industry, acc to 2005 PDR. For the best liquid nutrient:
800/284-0776.

American Free Press Classifieds Ordering Form
Cut out and mail this coupon with check, money order or credit card information to:
AFP Classifieds, P.O. Box 524, Cumberland, Maryland 21501.

____________________________________________________
TESLA TECHNOLOGY: THE MULTIPLE-WAVE OSCILLATOR! Developed by Georges Lakhovsky in the 1930s for use
in French Cancer Clinics, the MWO is available for experimental use only (Arthritis & Cancer). Send $5 for complete info
pack; also includes Orgone Energy Blankets. Zephyr
Technology, POB 55, Bellbrook OH 45305. 937/866-9738.
www.zephyrtechnology.com
____________________________________________________
HEART DISEASE-LOW COST REMEDY works in 1-2 hours! For
info send a SASE to GSH, 2901 Elisha Ave, Dept E, Zion IL 60099.
____________________________________________________
BLACK SALVE: Send for free instructions and order form w/SASE
to Can-X Products, POB 345, Dayton NV 89403.
____________________________________________________
NOW AVAILABLE: HEALTHY COFFEE—WITH GANODERMA
“Miraculous King of Herbs.” The secret of Asia has finally arrived in
America! Provides more energy & vigor, less fatigue. Rejuvenate
and make you feel young & alert. Strengthen the organs for waste
elimination & detoxification. Clean the blood. Strengthen the body’s
immune system. Regulate hormone functions. Promote a good
night’s sleep. Ganoderma is also available in Tea, Chocolate, and
Capsules. Free 2 minute call - 24 hr overview 888/793-9888. MD
explains benefits: 212/990-6225 (8 minutes). For free sample &
info. Call 866/667-6573.
____________________________________________________
ELIMINATE HIP & KNEE REPLACEMENTS. Free info. Systems
Unlimited, POB 906, Weaverville CA 96093. 530/623-1935.
____________________________________________________
ANCIENT BIBLICAL HEALING Science wiseman gave Baby
Jesus frankincense and myrrh. Recent lab reports reveal two most
powerful immune builders. Free “Missing Link” tape call 888/7857698.
____________________________________________________
GOT GOJI! BIGGEST health break-thru in 40 yrs! World’s most
powerful anti-aging food. Backed by research. 90 day money guarantee! 877/888-4777.
____________________________________________________
FREE HERBAL INFO. “ORIGINAL BLACK SALVE
IMPROVED”ALSO IN TABLET FORM. Send SASE to Virxcan
Inc., 3495 Lakeside Dr, Ste #87, Reno NV 89509.
____________________________________________________
FREE INTRODUCTORY BOTTLE OF SEASILVER!! (pay $5.95
s/h only) BALANCED whole-food supplement. NATURAL liquid
form your body recognizes! Listen to interesting audio at:
www.seasilver.com/sea2you or call John at Revive Health!
866/828-7388
____________________________________________________
HERPES/COLD SORES. Log on www.coldsorekiller.com or call
888/755-9001.
____________________________________________________

IRS & TAXES

____________________________________________________
IRS LOSES CASE—A loss so devastating, that a Federal
judge said, “If everyone did what this person did, it would be
the end of this government!” and he didn’t even use a lawyer.
He proved that he is not a taxpayer as defined by the Code.
You can do the same. All evidence is provided. If you are not a
taxpayer, the IRS code does not apply. Stop employers from
being unlawful withholding agents. Stop Liens and Levy’s. One
call does it all--401/751-0019.
____________________________________________________
SUE IRS NOW! Wages being garnished? IRS filed lien/levy
against you? Seized your bank account? Claim you owe back
taxes? MAKE THEM PROVE IT Become Proactive STRIKE WITH
A SUIT: 3 step process. We can help 800/555-2367.
____________________________________________________
IRS WAGE LEVIES REMOVED. Over 25 years experience removing IRS levies.Bill Conklin @ 303/455-0837; www.anti-irs.com
____________________________________________________
1-800-BEAT-IRS Free brochures. attorney, author of the former
Spotlight column. Certified specialist in tax & criminal law. The
MacPherson Group, Phoenix. Visit our web site
@www.beatirs.com
__________________________________________________

MISCELLANEOUS
____________________________________________________
US DEBT BUBBLE RED ALERT. Discover how the worst debt
bubble in American history will impact your future. Free Report.
Call 866/696-2646, ask for George.

____________________________________________________
LEARN THE BEST MARTIAL ARTS WEAPON. Easy to learn,
devastatingly effective. 1 1/2 hr VHS or DVD. Beginner level seminar by a 30 yr multiple black belt. $24.95 to Sam Scott, POB 64,
Dodge City KS 67801.
____________________________________________________
FEMA/AMA OPERATIVES www.100777.com
____________________________________________________
ATTENTION ALL VETERANS/PATRIOTS Are seclusion and privacy your priorities? Live/Vacation at Lake Pierce Ecological
Resort. 863/439-2023. www.lakepierce.com
__________________________________________________

MORTGAGE

____________________________________________________
ELIMINATE YOUR MORTGAGE IN 45-60 DAYS and get cash
back! TOTAL mortgage elimination! Over 700 success stories.
http://mortgagegone.com
__________________________________________________

MUSIC

____________________________________________________
YOU WILL LOVE THIS CD if you have had dealings with courts.
Corruption in the Courtroom/$20 to Musical Genius Concepts,
POB 172, Dept PF, Woodbury NY 11797.
____________________________________________________

RELIGION

____________________________________________________
REVERENCE TO GOD ONLY.”..call no man your father upon the
earth; for one is your Father, which is in heaven.” Matt 23:9 “...
whosoever therefore will be a friend of the world is the enemy of
God.” James 4:4. Rec Msg 719/573-40565. Bible Research, POB
9813, Colorado Springs CO 80932-0813. www.bible-research.org
email: info@bible-research.org
____________________________________________________
SKEPTICS: Do you find the Bible too un-scientific for serious consideration? Envision another perspective which may be closer to
reality. Read the sci-fi story of two young men whose adventures
find them interacting with Earth’s history as they seek to develop
faster space travel. Send $19.95 to: RACE FOR TIME< POB 2881,
Cleburne TX 76033.
____________________________________________________
YOU DON’T KNOW ANYTHING UNTIL YOU KNOW THE WAYS
OF GOD!! Learn who you are, where you are from, why you are
here and where you are going. Learn who the enemies of our God
and our race are. The key to understanding your Bible and all history, past, present, and future, is the Israel Identity truth that is
sweeping the entire patriotic movement. For a FREE doctrinal
Statement of Beliefs defining this amazing truth, plus Christian
Identity book & tape lists: Kingdom Identity Ministries, POB 1021,
Harrison ARK 72602. http://www.kingidentity.com
____________________________________________________
TEMPLES OF GOD & HEALTH: GOD, positive thinking, health
food, religious racial-cultural nationalism.
Free book @ www.templesofgodandhealth.com
____________________________________________________
KNOW YOUR BIBLE! Many think that Christ is God. Many think
that Jehovah God is Christ. But God’s Prophet, King David said...
“The LORD (Jehovah God) said unto my Lord (Jesus Christ), Sit
thou at my right hand...” Psa 110:1 Rec Msg 719/573-4055. Bible
Research, POB 9813, Colorado Springs CO 80932. www.bibleresearch.org or email info@bible-researchg.org
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EMPIRE BUILDING: Repeating Mistakes of the Past
America Must Abandon
Dangerous Path Others
Have Already Traveled
umans have the capacity to create and to destroy. It seems to
me that if we do not rein in our
destructive capacity, bugs will
one day inherit an otherwise
empty and barren planet.
REESE
It’s no use assigning blame. The urge to
destroy resides in every human heart. Violence is all too
often the problem-solving method of choice. The 20th century differed from the preceding ones only in the scale of
the violence unleashed. Between wars and dictators, well
over 200 million people died before their natural time.
Human history can be reduced to children’s games.
Adolf Hitler wanted more living space, so, like a bullying
child wanting somebody else’s toys, he took it. The British
had spent 300 years trying to make sure no one country
dominated the continent and threatened their commercial
dominance. They went to war in 1939 not to liberate the
Poles, as they claimed, but to make sure the continent
remained divided. By the time it was over, 55 million people were dead, and the survivors were burdened with billions, now trillions, of dollars of debt.
I recognize there are evil people. Both Hitler and Josef
Stalin were paranoid psychopaths. Stalin was by far the

H

© 1997 Waterwise Inc.

KITCHEN APPLIANCE GUARANTEES
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PUREST WATE
R
FREE Waterwise Catalog

1-800-874-9028
www.waterwise.com

SKIN OR COLON PROBLEMS?
We have the answer.
NATR 1-800-422-4716
FREE 40-Page Catalog

more bloodthirsty. In fact, one of the last things Hitler said
in his bunker was reportedly, “I should have been more like
Stalin.” It was Stalin, not Saladin, whom Saddam Hussein
most admired and studied.
And imagine what worms crawled around in the brain of
Pol Pot, who decided that anybody in Cambodia with more
than a third-grade education had to die to make way for his
new society.
Mao Tse-tung, a third-rate poet but a first-rate killer, had
the blood of 60 million Chinese on his hands.
So, Rule No. 1 for the 21st century is to never allow psychopaths and insane people to get their hands on power.
Some immature people like a cocky strongman to tell them
what to do. We should take their voter-registration cards
away from them and send them to a shrink or a priest for
lessons in maturation.
Rule No. 2 is to never vote for or support anybody who
fails to demonstrate conclusively compassion for human
beings. It was said years ago that Sen. Ed Muskie lost his bid
for the presidential nomination because he cried in public.
It is far better to have a man who can cry than one who can
only snarl. That was the year, I believe, we ended up with
Richard Nixon.
Rule No. 3 is that most problems or conflicts can be
resolved by negotiation and diplomacy, and when one
comes along that can’t be, then walk away.
It is none of our business what kind of government other
people have in their own countries. Communism is an
unrealistic ideology that has screwed up every country it’s
been tried in, but if the Cuban, Chinese and North Korean
people want to put up with it, so be it. It’s their problem,
not ours.

1 800 BEAT IRS

The
MacPherson
Group
PC

Attorneys • Free Brochures
WWW.BEATIRS.COM

It is stupid in the extreme for two nations to go to war,
since war produces only death, taxes and debt. However, as
long as they don’t shoot at us, that, too, is none of our business. For decades, the proponents of empire have been ridiculing what they call an isolationist foreign policy, but that
is the only sane, rational and moral policy to follow.
Imagine what would happen if you ran up and down the
streets in your neighborhood telling people what they must
eat, how they must raise their children and how they must
keep their yards. You’d be in a continuing state of conflict
and turmoil. Well, the same is true of nations. Look at us,
spending half a trillion dollars a year on defense and $40
billion on intelligence. No American youth should ever die
in uniform except in defense of his own country. We’ve had
more than 100,000 deaths in military combat since the end
of World War II, and not one of them was in defense of the
United States.
It’s time to wise up. War, as Maj. Gen. Smedley Butler
said, is a racket. Young men die, and old men rake in the
profits.
We have a lovely country, and we and our children can
live in peace and prosperity, provided we mind our own
business, kick the imperialists out of power and get rid of
the lobbyists representing foreign governments.
Otherwise, we will suffer the fate of every other empire—
dissolution and bankruptcy.
★
© 2005 BY KING FEATURES SYNDICATE, INC.
Charley Reese is a nationally syndicated columnist whose no-holdsbarred style has won him a host of devoted followers. Long associated
with The Orlando Sentinel, Reese was formerly active in a variety of state,
local and national political endeavors.
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Remember AFP

Protect your own legacy of freedom and AFP’s future
at the same time. Write to AFP for full information to learn
how you can continue supporting the ideals of
Americanism after you pass on in your will or trust. Send
for information to: Development Director, AFP, 645
Pennsylvania Avenue SE, Washington, D.C. 20003

Tune in & Listen to Rick Adams,
the “Radio Airwaves Avenger”

What is happening in our skies?

Rick Adams, also known as “the Paul Revere of Talk Radio,” brings his
ever-growing audience a nightly dose of TRUTH, VITAL FACTS and
ENLIGHTENMENT which defies the mainstream propagandists . . .

CHEMTRAILS

Heard nightly at RBNLIVE.COM (REPUBLIC BROADCASTING
NETWORK) he brings guests from all fields including government, academia, health, religion and law that you won't hear in
the lapdog media. Constitutionalist attorney EDGAR STEELE,
Former Sheriff RICHARD MACK, PHYLLIS SCHLAFFLY, AFP
correspondents CHRISTOPHER BOLLYN, MICHAEL COLLINS
PIPER, freedom fighter ARTIE WHEELER, ED GRIFFIN (The
creature from Jekyll Island) PLUS WWII history speaker ALEX
PERRY are among his many guests.

A Video by Clay Douglas

Tune in M-F 8-10 pm at RBNLIVE.COM

Here are the experts, the evidence,
the theories, the facts presented in . . .

The most comprehensive look at
the phenomena occurring daily in
the skies above America.
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CRD Publishing, P.O. Box 15457, Scottsdale AZ 85267 or call 1-888-678-1444 with CC.
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Letters
Inaction of U.S. Treasury Secretary
Snowballing on U.S. Economy
AFP’s article on outsourcing in the May 2 edition was excellent. Every member of Congress
should read it. It cites a survey by the University
of California that 14.1 million jobs will be lost
to outsourcing in the next decade. Based on an
average salary of $70,000 a year, a conservative 3to-one ripple effect and the prevailing 50 percent
tax rate this works out to $3 trillion in lost
national income.
The current federal debt of $8 trillion is
increasing at over $600 billion a year, due almost
entirely to trade deficits of $650 billion a year.
With no policies in place to reduce deficits and
bring tax-generating production back to America
(Bush would make it worse with CAFTA and
FTAA), the federal debt would soar to over $14
trillion in 10 years, not allowing for inflation. An
American earning $70,000 a year would pay over
$10,000 in income and payroll taxes.
Workers in India and China don’t pay taxes
in America. Therefore, outsourcing is tax evasion, plain and simple.
Should Treasury Secretary Snow be sent to

prison for aiding and abetting tax evasion and
found guilty of dereliction of his duty to guard
the federal treasury?
GUS STELZER
Mill Creek, Washington

Covering Bilderberg
Jim Tucker has earned the thanks of all for
his good work covering the Bilderbergers. Being
a Christian, I understand the nature of the forces
working to destroy civilization and enslave us.
We need divine protection, and we need help
beyond the greatest armies. I wish I could do
more.
D. LISLE
United Kingdom

Can You Believe It?
Bush is the world’s most dangerous terrorist.
If you don’t believe it, there are hundreds of millions of people around the world who do.
CARLOS EMDY
Atwater, California

HONORING THE FALLEN: Rodney Nightingale, (left) and his wife, Towina Nightingale, of Highland, Indiana embrace after seeing their son’s portrait among the “Faces
of the Fallen: America’s Artists Honor America’s Heroes” at Arlington National
Cemetery in Arlington, Virginia. The exhibit opened to members of the news media and
friends and families of some of the more than 1,600 soldiers killed in the Afghanistan
and Iraq wars whose portraits are displayed. According to the exhibit catalog, “Nearly
200 American artists are working from published photographs using a variety of media,
including drawing, painting, carving, relief, collage, photo-based print, clay, glass and
textiles.” Each piece is six inches by eight inches. The art will be on display at the
memorial from March 23 to September 5, 2005.

CHIP SOMODEVILLA/GETTY IMAGES

Ultimate Sacrifice

Crime Against Humanity

Trial of Saddam

Regarding Charley Reese’s article in the May
9 issue, Mr. Reese is to be commended for recognizing the reality that the U.S. government is
perpetrating a major crime with its military presence in Iraq, making for massive loss of U.S. and
other nationals’ lives, not to mention the waste
of hundreds of billions of dollars.
I differ from you as to Japan being guilty of
the same underhanded conduct (starting with an
attack upon Pearl Harbor). Japan was insulted
and maneuvered by the U.S. government into
the disastrous World War II.
FDR had planned a sneak attack against
Japan; the Joint Board 355 document outlined a
plot for a bomber attack on Japan on July 25,
1941, which was called off when it was learned
that Japan was on the verge of attacking America
(Pearl). That would be much better politically
for FDR and his mentors. Day of Deceit by Robert
B. Stinett cites the U.S. intelligence data that kept
FDR and his cohorts appraised of the impending
Japanese attack.
There was no call for the Iraqi wars, just as
there was no call for America to become
involved in either world war.
NAME WITHHELD
Memphis, Tennessee

When are we going to hear something about
the trial of Saddam Hussein? Isn’t it against
international convention—never mind laws of
civil rights and common sense—to hold a man
indefinitely like this?
Perhaps officials are waiting until later in the
president’s second term before they pull this off.
After all, there were no weapons of mass destruction. If they’re waiting for a more firmly established Iraqi government, it may be sometime
after hell freezes over.
Either way the man cannot have a fair trial
unless tried in the international court, and I
don’t suppose that will happen. Since George W.
Bush and company seem to be able to get away
with anything they please, I suppose it will take
place when they get good and ready.
HAROLD R. JOHNSON
Big Rapids, Michigan

Controlled Opposition
With respect to the media disinformation
described by Christopher Bollyn in AFP’s May 9
issue it doesn’t surprise me in the least that the
John Birch Society (JBS) publication New
American would try to discredit the findings of
independent researchers concerning 9-11. Years
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Did They Really Say That?
EVERYONE’S DOING IT. “[Iraqi prisoners in Abu Ghraib] had been stripped and handcuffed and they were
then placed in a pyramid pile by [reservist Charles] Graner. . . . There were seven. . . . I thought it was odd,
kind of weird, but, it was kind of like, if everyone else is doing it, you know, you’re doing it,” said Private
Lynndie England, the female U.S. army reservist who posed for the now infamous Abu Ghraib photos, in a
recent interview with the BBC.

★

★

★

WHOSE DEMOCRACY? “We are trying to promote democracy worldwide. I don’t see how you can do that
and run a place like Guantanamo Bay. This is now a rallying cry to the Muslim world. . . . ,” Erik Saar told
London’s The Observer. Saar arrived at Guantanamo Bay in December 2002, and worked there until June 2003.
He first worked as a translator in the prisoners’ cages, but was then transferred to the interrogation teams.
Saar’s book, Inside the Wire, provides the first detailed look inside the U.S. concentration camp at
Guantanamo Bay. In another interview with a U.S. television station, Saar said: “I think the harm we are doing
there far outweighs the good, and I believe it’s inconsistent with American values. In fact, I think it’s fair to
say that it’s the moral antithesis of what we want to stand for as a country”

★

★

★

DISARMAMENT. At a press gathering during a month-long conference on the Nuclear Nonproliferation
Treaty, former chief UN weapons inspector Hans Blix said, there is “a great deal of concern” about North
Korea and Iran building nuclear weapons. But “that feeling of concern is somewhat muted by the feeling that
the United States in particular, and perhaps some other nuclear weapons states, are not taking the common
bargain [of disarmament] as seriously as they had committed themselves to do in the past.”

ago I was a very dedicated member of JBS, and I
had a very bad experience with them, in fact, one
might say, a horror story, which in my opinion
was unbelievable.
While I am sure there are and were many fine
people who are Birchers, the John Birch Society
is very suspect in my opinion. There is a saying,

“Control your opposition,” and I think the JBS is
a containment organization and working for the
other side.
Please publish more on the John Birch
Society in future issues.
BARTOW VANNESS
Deal Island, Maryland

Still Time for the Euro-American Festival in New Orleans
I join the 400 or so patriots who will gather in New Orleans, eager to hear AFP writers
Michael Collins Piper and Willis Carto speak this weekend, May 20-22 at the European
American Conference. Thanks to AFP, and writers like Piper, Carto, Christopher Bollyn and
others, we have a national newspaper that reports the truth that America's armed forces are
stationed on the Euphrates instead of the Rio Grande, where they should be guarding
America against the worst demographic invasion in history rather than serving their neocon Zionist masters. I hope that the attendees who don't already subscribe to AFP will do
so during our Friday (6 pm) to Sunday (4 pm) event that also features Don Black, Nick
Griffin, Lady Michele Renouf, Paul Fromm, Kevin Strom, Dr. Edward Fields, Markus
Haverkamp, Vavra Suk and Bob Whitaker. Patriots who want to join us can call James Kelso
at 985-626-7714 and visit www.davidduke.com for more information on the hotel and
travel bargains still available for you.
DAVID DUKE
Mandeville, Louisiana

AFP’s Letter of the Week
Confusion Over Social Security Continues
IN THE “NEWS YOU MAY HAVE MISSED” section in the April 25 issue of
American Free Press, the item on Social Security noted that “The trust fund holds $1.7
trillion in U.S. government bonds.” This was intended to counter President Bush’s
statement, “There is no trust fund, just IOUs.”
The confusion over the issue of Social Security—and whether the government
maintains IOUs in the so-called trust fund—stems from President Roosevelt’s original message to Congress urging passage of the Social Security Act (SSA). Roosevelt
said:
Three principles should be observed in legislation on this subject. In the first
place, the system adopted, except for the money necessary to initiate it, should
be self-sustaining in the sense that funds for the payment of insurance benefits
should not come from the proceeds of general taxation. Second, excepting in
old-age insurance, actual management should be left to the states subject to
standards established by the federal government. Third, sound financial management of the funds and the reserves, and protection of the credit structure of
the nation should be assured by retaining federal control over all funds through
trustees in the Treasury of the United States.
However, 45 years later, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled:
The design of the system requires support by mandatory contributions from
covered employers and employees. This mandatory participation is indispensable to the fiscal vitality of the Social Security system.
The obligation to pay the Social Security tax initially is not fundamentally different from the obligation to pay income taxes; the difference—in theory at
least—is that the Social Security tax revenues are segregated for use only in furtherance of the statutory program. There is no principled way, however, for purposes of this case to distinguish between general taxes and those imposed
under the Social Security Act.
Mandatory contributions? FDR’s “insurance benefits,” which he suggested
“should not come from the proceeds of general taxation,” are just malarkey.
The fact is, Social Security taxes are not insurance premiums, are not contributions and have never been set aside for SSA benefits.
The U.S. government bonds in the “trust fund” are non-negotiable. They are not
invested or owned by anyone, or anything, that draws or pays interest. They do not
increase in value. They just sit there.
It’s all smoke and mirrors. Those bonds are simply pieces of paper with numbers
on them that reflect the SSA income taxes that Congress spent for other purposes.
Lawfully, they are not even IOUs. That is, Congress is under no lawful obligation to
redeem them.
JAMES HARROLD SR.
Springdale, Arizona
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Now Is the Time to
Cast Out the

Thieves
in the
Temple

Find Out How in
Andre Eggelletion’s
New Book & New Video
with Anthony J. Hilder

A Double Dose from a Dynamic Duo

Hilder and Eggelletion on DVD!

Thieves in the Temple & 911 DVD
2 hours, $19.95 plus $4.95 S&H contains:

Anthony J. Hilder
Exposes 911: LIES
After watching Anthony Hilder dissect the
Bush gang’s “spin story” of 9-11, you’ll never
again “buy” their “BIG LIE.” Hilder explores
the crime and the cover up conducted by the
Cashist Cartel that controls America’s currency and commerce through the Federal Reserve. he unravels
the diatribe of disinformation that their “managed media”
shovels down our throats on the nightly network news . . . to
keep us numb, dumb and disoriented. Hilder and Eggelletion
reveal the real monsters that hide behind the mask of the
American Illuminati.

Hear the eloquent author of
“Thieves in the Temple” on this DVD!
Eggelletion is the first black man in American history to pen
a major work on the privately owned Federal Reserve which
heretofore has been the exclusive domain of “old white men.”
Eggelletion proves in this dynamic impassioned speech before the Freedom Law School that he has the capacity to
quarterback “our team,” run and throw a pass for the winning
touchdown in the “big game” for independence and survival.
Eggelletion speaks from the heart to The Alliance of individuals from both the political Left and Right who have come
together under the same banner to abolish the Fed and end
our economic slavery.

Author Andre Eggelletion takes you on a captivating
and electrifying journey through the evolution of
America’s experiments with privately owned central
banks in his powerful new book, Thieves in the Temple:
America Under the Federal Reserve System.
This book brings us face to face with
the fact that in 1913 America allowed a
few greedy men to unconstitutionally privatize the issuance of our
money and credit, enact usury-based monetary laws creating a system of perpetually expanding debt, and ultimately destroy America’s
once proud economic sovereignty.
Eggelletion goes on to show how the monetary policies of the Federal Reserve, the IMF/World Bank, and their various
predecessor institutions, have historically been implemented to enable
the imperial aspirations of Western aristocracies and corporations.
❏ Send me ____ copy(s) of The Thieves in the Temple book @ $14.95 each + $4.95 S&H each.
Today, the Federal Reserve has become an intrinsic element of a
❏ Send me ____ copy of the Thieves & 911 DVD @ $19.95 each + $4.95 S&H each.
malignant, self-cannibalizing, and untenable global economic system. Our economic and financial systems are rampaging beasts that
❏ BEST BUY BONUS OFFER: Send me ___sets of The Thieves in the Temple book PLUS the amazing
the Fed itself can no longer control.
Thieves & 9-11 DVD for the low price of just $24.95 PLUS $4.95 S&H each set (YOU SAVE $14.90!)
From the oppression of those who controlled money and manipuPayment Options: ❏ Check/MO ❏ VISA ❏ MasterCard ❏ American Express ❏ DISCOVER
lated credit in early civilizations, through the economic cataclysms
Credit Card # ______________________________________________________________________________
and war brought upon the world by privately owned central banks, to
Exp. Date ___________________ Sig. _________________________________________________________
the modern hegemony of the U.S. dollar and the war on terror, Eggelletion reveals it all.
Name ____________________________________________________________________________________
And no matter how many books you’ve read on the Fed, this is the one
Address __________________________________________________________________________________
for our times—the one that throws aside the divisive labels of “right” and
City, State, Zip _____________________________________________________________________________
“left” and presents a clear, concise accounting of the crimes of these fraudulent Fed finaglers and what we must do to regain control of our money
toll free to charge to: Visa, MC, Discover or AmEx
system and our future. Softcover, 250 pages, $14.95 plus $4.95 S&H.

BONUS SPECIAL: Both the BOOK AND the
DVD for just $24.95 plus $4.95 S&H.

Charge online at www.freeworldalliance.com

ORDER & BEAT THE CASHIST CARTEL HERE!

Call 1-888-674-6592

Order using the coupon at right and take advantage of the “Beat the Cashist Cartel Special.”

Send Check, MO or Credit Card info with this BONUS coupon to:

RAINSTONE, 3439 N.E. Sandy Boulevard, #171, Portland, OR 97232-1959
AFP215

